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ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with automated symbolic derivation of dynamic equations of
motion and applications to determine dynamic load carrying capacity ( D L C C ) for
flexible manipulators.

Firstly, a recursive Lagrangian assumed mode method was modified to model the
manipulator by including joint flexibility and dynamics of the load and actuator joint
dynamics. Secondly, the thesis presents the development of a symbolic derivation
and dynamic simulation package for flexible manipulators using a PC-based
symbolic language M A T H E M A T T C A ® . The package, which takes full advantages
of the symbolic language, incorporates automatic simplification, numerical solution,
and graphic representation in a user-friendly environment and is applicable to multilink flexible manipulators. A case study of a two-link flexible manipulator is
presented and the results are subsequently applied to determine dynamic load
carrying capacity for the flexible manipulator. Simulation results are compared with
different approaches as well as the rigid case. Techniques for overcoming computer
m e m o r y limitation, simplifying intermediate derivation, and improving efficiency of
equation generation are also discussed.

The thesis then presents the formulation and numerical solution of the Dynamic
Load Carrying Capacity ( D L C C ) problem of flexible manipulators.

For

manipulators under the rigid body assumption, the major limiting factor in
determining the m a x i m u m allowable load (mass and mass m o m e n t of inertia) for a
prescribed dynamic trajectory (positions, velocities and accelerations) is the joint
actuator capacity, while the flexibility inevitably exhibited by relatively light weight
robots or by robots operating at a higher speed dictates the need for an additional
constraint to be imposed for tasks requiring precision tracking, that is, the allowable
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deformation at end effector. T h e deflection equations are coupled with robot
kinematics to solve for the generalized coordinates. A strategy to determine the
DLCC subject to both constraints mentioned above is formulated where the end
effector deflection constraint is specified in terms of a series of spherical bounds
with a radius equal to the allowable deformation. A general computational

procedure for the multiple-link case given arbitrary trajectories is laid out in deta
The results further confirm the necessity of the dual constraints and indicate which
constraint is more critical for a given robot and trajectory depends on the required
tracking accuracy.

Finally, the thesis considers a new formulation as well as numerical solution for the
problem of finding a point-to-point trajectory with maximum load carrying
capacities for flexible manipulators. The method of Iterative Linear Programming
(ILP) and the computaional procedure for computing such optimal trajectory are
developed. The procedure allows synthesizing point-to-point robot motions with a
specified time and maximum load carrying capacity. The algorithm takes into
account the complete dynamics equation and generalized coordinates and actuator
constraints. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, simulation tests
are carried out.
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CHAPTER 1

1

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CURRENT RESEARCH
PROJECT AND ITS OBJECTIVE

1.1.1 Significance of Flexible Manipulators in Industry

With the ever increasing demand on higher productivity, the need to improve existing
robots as speed of movement is concerned and designing robots lighter in weight has
been recognized. It has been shown that flexible manipulators have several desirable
features relative to rigid manipulators, a m o n g which are lower cost, higher speed,
reduced power consumption, safer operation, and improved mobility [33]. While
such robots have not yet m a d e significant inroads into industry, they have been the
subject of extensive investigation in research settings and have already found
applications in the aerospace industry, for which the space shuttle remote manipulator
system is a particular example. However, inevitable link deflections and oscillations
at a higher speed m a k e robot industrial applications difficult. In spite of its flexibility,
a flexible manipulator should have the capability to execute a desired trajectory
(positions, velocities and accelerations) for practical applications. Traditionally,
vibrations in the robot structure have been eliminated by increasing therigidityof the
arms, but this solution is not available in the case of manipulators offering relatively
high degrees of flexibility.
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T o realize fully the potential of flexible manipulators, n e w techniques for predicting
their behavior must be developed. It is imperative that the dynamics of a flexible arm
with a load dynamic (mass and m o m e n t of inertia) and joints flexibility be fully taken
into account when executing a dynamic trajectory.

1.1.2 Significance of Symbolic Modeling for Flexible Manipulators

The significance of symbolic derivation of dynamic equations of motion for robotic
manipulators has been recognized in relation to the needs for insight into the system
dynamics and for computational efficiency. The influence of various parameters, such
as masses, lengths, different modes, flexuralrigiditiescan be examined with relative
ease in an expanded form. Expanding the vector/matrix equations of motion results in
equations which are even more computationally efficient than the efficient recursive
Newton-Euler formulation in vector/matrix form [78].

Manual symbolic expansion of manipulator matrix equations is tedious, timeconsuming, and error-prone because of the significant complexity of intermediate
steps. Automated derivation of the equations using a suitable symbolic language is
desirable. Symbolic derivation of dynamic equations of manipulators has been
previously reported and various computer programs have been written for rigid
manipulators, e.g., D Y M I R , A R M , P I O G R A M , M A C S Y M A [78-81]. For flexible
manipulators, it is nearly impossible to expand the equations symbolically by hand.
The m u c h greater complexity of flexible manipulator dynamics literally prohibits any
practical manual symbolic derivations. Therefore, it is desirable to automate the
symbolic expansion using one of the symbolic manipulation programs
( M A T H E M A T I C A , S M P , R E D U C E D , M A C S Y M A ) for flexible manipulators.

3

1.1.3

D y n a m i c L o a d Carrying Capacity of Flexible Manipulators for a
Given D y n a m i c Trajectory

The load carrying capacity of a robot manipulator is often defined as the maximum
payload that the manipulator can repeatedly lift in its fully extended configuration.
While determining its dynamic load carrying capacity ( D L C C ) w e must take into
consideration the inertia effect of the load along a desired trajectory (positions,
velocities and accelerations) as well as the manipulator dynamics itself. It has been
shown that if therigidbody assumption is used, D L C C of a manipulator is primarily
constrained by the joint actuator torque characteristics [91].

Wang and Ravani [91] presented a method based on superposition of the dynamics of
the load and the manipulator, where a typical speed-torque characteristics for D C
motors is assumed and an allowable load is calculated for each of the number of
points, m , digitized .along the trajectory. The m a x i m u m load is then the m i n i m u m
value of these allowable loads. In general, the robot will be able to carry an object and
m o v e along the trajectory as long as its mass and m o m e n t of inertia are not greater
than the " m a x i m u m load" for that trajectory. Thomas et al. [90] have used the concept
of D L C C as a design criteria for sizing the actuators for robot manipulators.

If the determined "maximum load" is adequate for the size of the actuator, then the
next question naturally is h o w accurate the robot can track the trajectory. It is apparent
that the precision of tracking of a given dynamic trajectory is degraded as the load at
the end effector increases. In other words, in a situation where it carries an object of a
certain weight moving from one pose (position and orientation) to another, a
discrepancy exists between the desired and actual trajectory of the robot. For a light
weight robot manipulator, the link deflections are the primary cause of the
discrepancy. D u e to the distributed weights of robot links and a load applied at the
end effector, each robotic link deflects. The total deformation at the end effector can
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generate excessive discrepancies which m a y damage parts in operations such as
assembly.

The load carrying capacities varies greatly between robots and it is the most important
characteristic w h e n selecting a robot for a particular application. In some cases, a joint
actuator capacity m a y be necessary, while in other cases allowable deformation at the
end effector m a y be more important than joint actuator capacity. Therefore, an
additional constraint must be imposed w h e n D L C C is to be determined for flexible
manipulators. T h e constraint should account for the main difference between rigid
and flexible manipulators, that is, the flexibility characteristics inevitably exhibited
w h e n executing a dynamic trajectory.

1.1.4 Strategies of Determining the DLCC for a Given Trajectory

Given a dynamic trajectory (positions, velocities and accelerations), the DLCC of a
flexible manipulator is defined as the m a x i m u m load (mass and m o m e n t of inertia) that
the manipulator can carry w h e n executing the trajectory with an acceptable tracking
accuracy. The emphasis on the tracking accuracy is due to the relaxation ofrigidbody
assumption and also due to the fact that the main contributor to the end effector
deflection or oscillation is the link flexibility. This consideration can be accounted for
determining D L C C by introducing a constraint on the end effector deflection, in
addition to the joint torque capacity constraint often imposed alone for rigid
manipulators. Otherwise, deflection of the robot at its end effector can cause
excessive deviations from the given trajectory, even though the joint torque constraint
is not violated.

In order to guarantee that both the end effector deflection and joint torque capacity
constraints are satisfied at each of the m digitized points of a given trajectory, it is
necessary to introduce the concept of a load coefficient (c ). for point j, where
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j=l,2,...,m. A strategy of determining D L C C subject to both constraints is described,
where a series of spherical bounds centered at the desired trajectory is used in the end
effector oscillation constraint while a typical D C motor speed-torque characteristics
curve is used in the actuator constraint. Dependence of both the magnitude and
frequency characteristics of the end effector oscillation on load is accounted for.

1.1.5 Optimal Trajectory of Flexible Manipulator With Maximum Load
Carrying Capacity

The goal of optimal trajectory is to find the trajectory X(t) and the input torque T(t
starting from the initial state X(t.) and arriving at the final state X(tf) with m a x i m u m
load carrying capacity. The problem of synthesizing a point-to-point dynamic robot
trajectories with m a x i m u m load carrying capacity can be formulated as a trajectory
optimization problem using the state representation of dynamic equations [101]. The
problem here is to maximize dynamic load subject to equality and inequality
constraints given by torque, dynamic equation, state variable, and static load.
Although the manipulator picks up a load at an initial point and drops it at the end
point, there could be several trajectories where the m a x i m u m dynamic load carrying
capacity exceeds the static load and the torque reaches the limit. In fact, this will
violate the specified constraint. Therefore, the best trajectory must be selected among
all the feasible alternatives.

Wang and Ravani [101] applied the method of Iterative Linear Programming (ILP) to
solve optimal trajectory problems which have the control forces/torques bounded, and
the travel time given. This method is applicable only w h e n the manipulator arm is
considered to berigid.W h e n light weight robots or robots operating at higher speeds
are subjected to large accelerations, structural flexibilities m a y be excited. This will
violate joint constraint, i.e., w e can no longer determine the joint angles from the
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distance along the path. Hence, the torques derived for therigidmanipulator will not
drive the flexible manipulator exactly to the desired final state.

1.2 SCOPE OF THESIS

The work described in this thesis aims at developing a complete dynamic model and
its associated solution methods in order to solve the problems of robotic dynamics for
flexible manipulators. The dynamic model will completely describe motions of the
manipulator system with flexible links, including load dynamics, and joint dynamics.
The manipulator system considered in this research is a serial link manipulator which
is connected by actuated joints. Although the flexibility of the joints is not considered
in the first part of this research for the sake of simplicity, it is later extended by adding
the stiffness due to joint flexibility. The research has been focused on the following
four aspects:

(a) The recursive Lagrangian assumed mode method is modified to accommodate
the load dynamics (mass and m o m e n t of inertia). Then, the complete dynamic
model is developed by including the effect of joint flexibility. This form of
dynamic model is a prerequisite for determining m a x i m u m load as well as
accurate simulation studies of a system before it is actually built.

(b) A general computer program for deriving the dynamic equations of motion for
flexible manipulators is developed using a PC-based symbolic language
M A T H E M A T I C A ® , version 2.03 is used on Macintash Quadra 700 series.
T h e package, which takes full advantages of the symbolic language,
incorporates automatic simplification, numerical solution, and graphic
representation in a user-friendly environment and is applicable to multi-link
flexible manipulators.
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(c) T h e n e w formulation and numerical solution of the D L C C of flexible
manipulators is proposed. A general computational procedure for the multiplelink case, given arbitrary trajectories, is laid out in detail. Simulation tests are
carried out for a two-link planar robot and results further confirm the necessity
of the dual constraints and indicate which constraint is more critical for a given
robot and trajectory depending on the required tracking accuracy.

(d) A new method for trajectory optimization problem for flexible manipulator is
developed. T h e problem is mathematically formulated as optimization of load
subject to torque and joint bound using the state space representation of
dynamic equations of the deformable robot. A computational procedure is
presented for obtaining numerical solutions to the trajectory optimization
problem associated with synthesizing robot dynamic trajectories with m a x i m u m
load carrying capacities.

The thesis is organized into 9 chapters, the outline of each chapter is given below.

Chapter 1 highlights the significance of the research project and describes the
objectives to be achieved. The outline of the thesis is also included.

Chapter 2 presents the kinematics of the flexible link manipulator to form the basis of
the manipulator analysis. T o incorporate the deflection of the link, the approach of
modal analysis is used. This approach is valid only for small deflection of the link.

Chapter 3 derives the equations of motion for the flexible link and joint manipulator
from Lagrangian assumed m o d e method, with addition of dynamic effects of load at
the end effector as well as mass at joints to account for actuator and gearing inertia.
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Chapter 4 is devoted to developing a symbolic derivation and dynamic simulation
package for flexible manipulators using a PC-based symbolic language
MATHEMATICA®.

The package, which takes full advantages of the symbolic

language, incorporates numerical solution is applicable to multi-link flexible
manipulators. It can also communicate at a high level with other programs using the
MathLink communication standard.

Chapter 5 discusses the simulation studies to validate the symbolic form of the
dynamic model. Model verification is supported by comparing the response of the
flexible arm model with that of a rigid arm model. Further, validations are achieved
by comparing simulation results with non-recursive and finite element approaches.

Chapter 6 proposes development of the formulation and numerical solution of the
Dynamic Load Carrying Capacity ( D L C C ) problem of flexible manipulators. A
strategy to determine the D L C C subject to both constraints is formulated where the
end effector deflection constraint is specified in terms of a series of spherical bounds
with a radius equal to the allowable deformation. A general computational procedure
for the multiple-link case given arbitrary trajectories is carried out.

Chapter 7 develops the proposed algorithm in chapter 6 for the flexible joint
manipulators. A strategy for determining the m a x i m u m load in terms of both
constraints is formulated. The accuracy constraint is specified in terms of a series of
cubical bounds. A general computational procedure for the flexible joint manipulators
is carried out for a given arbitrary trajectories.

Chapter 8 details the development of trajectory optimization problem for flexible
manipulator. The problem is mathematically formulated as optimization of load
subject to torque and joint bound using the state space representation of dynamic
equations of the deformable robot.
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Chapter 9 presents concluding remarks and summarises of the achievements obtained
during the course of this thesis. Suggested further work is also included in this
chapter.

1.3 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

The contributions of this thesis are chiefly in the area of dynamic of flexible
manipulators:
- The recursive Lagrangian assumed mode method is modified to accommodate the
load dynamics, with the addition of the including effect of joint flexibility as well as
mass at joints.
- A general computer program for deriving the dynamic equations of motion for
flexible manipulators using a PC-based symbolic language M A T H E M A T I C A is
developed.
- A program is developed based on the modified recursive Lagrangian assumed m o d e
method and it is applicable to multi-link flexible manipulators.
- Techniques for improving the efficiency of equation generation and overcoming
computer memory limitation are discussed.
- A two-link flexible manipulator is used as an example. Simulation results are
compared with non-recursive, finite element approaches.
- A new formulation and numerical solution of the DLCC of flexible manipulators is
proposed.

- A strategy of determining D L C C subject to both actuator and end effector deflection
constraints is proposed where the end effector deflection constraint is specified in
terms of a series of spherical bounds.
- A general computational procedure for the multiple-link case for a given arbitrary
trajectories is carried out and outlined.
- A new method for trajectory optimization problem for flexible manipulators is
developed.
- A computational procedure is presented for obtaining numerical solutions to the
trajectory optimization problem associated with synthesizing robot dynamic
trajectories with m a x i m u m load carrying capacities.

1.4 LITERATURE SURVEY

Since each chapter of this thesis is relatively independent, the relevant literature survey
has been integrated into each chapter (from chapters 1 to 8).

CHAPTER 2
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CHAPTER 2
KINEMATICS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The kinematics of the flexible link manipulator are described in this chapter, the fir
step in the dynamic modeling of any mechanical system is to establish the kinematical
relationships and be able to define fundamental vector quantities viz., position,

velocity, and acceleration. Modal analysis is used to incorporate the deflection of th
link. Since the computational approach is similar to that proposed by Hollerbach for
rigid link arms, a review of kinematics and mathematics for rigid link systems is
A

necessary so that the same technique of adding W . and its derivatives to the flexible
link arm can be applied. First, the Hartenberg-Denavit 4x4 transformation matrix is

briefly reviewed and then the transformation matrices and their derivatives will follo

For applications, the positions and velocities of each point in the system is describe

by transformation matrices. As far as the characteristics of the transformation matric

are concerned, the recursive relations due to the nature of the sequence links exist i
the manipulator system and improve the computational efficiency. Following the
introduction of transformation matrices the kinematics of flexible arm are finally
derived.

The kinematics of lower-pair mechanisms with rigid member have been completely
described using the symbolic notation of the Hartenberg-Denavit Matrix [1]. This
4x4 transformation matrix technique along with Lagrangian formulations has been
applied to develop the dynamic model for spatial linkages by Uicker [2]. Bejczy [3],

employed this matrix approach to model the dynamics of the Stanford manipulator.
T h e kinematics described by the Hartenberg-Denavit Matrix are straightforward and
systematic for manipulators withrigidlinks. They are also effective for manipulators
with flexible links.

Computational kinematics of robot manipulators are dealt with in reference [4]. A
recursive method based on the vector form of Redrigues' equation [5-6] is presented
for the computation of the associated coordinate transformations. The method allows
for forward, backward, and two-way recursions and is applied to the computations of
the kinematics for mechanical manipulators. The computational complexities of the
resulting equations are also evaluated and are compared to some of the existing
methods in each case.

Since the recursive relation of the transformation matrices due to the nature of the
serial-link manipulator is an important property forrigidmanipulators, the recursive
Lagrangian formulation has been proposed by Hollerbach [7].

Computer

implementation and computation become m u c h more efficient utilizing these recursive
relations. For inverse kinematics, an iterative method [8-9] has been developed for the
displacement, velocity and acceleration analysis for spatial mechanisms, and this
technique can be applied to manipulator systems. Paul et al. [10-11] obtained the
inverse solution for the displacement analysis as well as for the velocity analysis in
explicit form for a kinematically simple manipulator.

The inverse kinematics of the displacement and velocity analysis were also performed
by Featherstone [12]. A n efficient computation method by utilizing the characteristics
of the kinematic equivalent spherical wrist is developed. Hollerbach and Sahar [13]
followed the same line to propose an efficient algorithm for the acceleration analysis of
manipulator systems.

The kinematics ofrigidlink manipulators have been extended to apply to flexible link
manipulators. Sunada and Dubowsky [14] used a perturbation approach for the
flexible manipulators to combine with the nominal motions obtained from therigidlink
model. The motion of the flexible manipulator is expressed as small perturbations
about therigidbody nominal motions. The authors separated the motion of flexible
manipulators into therigidbody nominal motion (large motion) and the deviations
(small motion) where the large motion was precalculated and independent of the small
motion. The Finite Element Method was used to predict the perturbations of the global
motion from the rigid body nominal motion. However, the coupling effect of the
small motion and the large motion was not treated completely.

Hybrid coordinates [15] combining the large rigid body motions and small
deformations were employed by Book [16] to described the kinematics of flexible link
manipulators. The complete global motion is represented by a set of nonlinear coupled
second order ordinary differential equations. An Equivalent Rigid Link System
(ERLS) model has been proposed to describe the kinematics of robotic manipulators
with flexible links by Chang and Hamilton [17]. The global motion of the flexible
manipulator is again composed of large motion and small motion. The large motion is
represented by the ERLS and the small motion occurs relative to the ERLS.

2.2 KINEMATICS OF RIGID MANIPULATORS

2.2.1 Hartenberg-Denavit Matrix

The manipulator systems contain a sequence of links which are connected
other by joints. The types of joints used in the manipulators are revolute (rotary) and
are driven by some type of actuator. Hartenberg-Denavit 4 x 4 transformation
matrices have been applied to the proposed system in this thesis as a general

description of the relationship existing between local coordinates forrigidmanipulator
systems.

Fig. 2.1. The Denavit-Hartenberg Notation

Four parameters can be associated with every link of a manipulator as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Each of these four parameters is defined with respect to the two joint axes
attached to a particular link. The first two, a.{ and a{, define the structure of the link,
while the second two, dj and 0j, determine the position of the neighboring link. \ is
the c o m m o n normal distance between the joint axes at each end of link i and is directed
from the axis of joint i to joint (i+1). ay, the angle between the two joint axes, is
measured in a plane perpendicular to aj. The angle is measured from axis i to axis
(i+1) using a right-hand rule about a^ The parameters ^ and a{, called the length and
twist of the link respectively, define the structure of the link. For a two hnks and three
joints of a serial link configuration, every joint axis has two normals to it, one for each
of the links it connects. Thus the axis of joint i has both aj and a M perpendicular to it.
T h e parameters d{ and Qi are called the distance and angle between the link
respectively, and are used to define the kinematic relationships. The relative position

of the two links is given by dj, which is the distance between the two normals (at and
a M ) measured along the ith joint axis. Qi is the angle between these two normals
measured in a plane perpendicular to the axis.

Of the four parameters in the D-H matrix, a4 and o^ are constants while either dj or Q{
is the joint variable. Revolute joints have variables in terms of 0i? while terms that are
functions of at, a{, and d{ are constants. In the case of a prismatic joint, ^ is zero, a{
and Gj are constants, and dj is the joint variable. Thus, for the linear joint all the
entries of the D - H matrix, excluding dt, are zero or constants.

According to the previous description, the Hartenberg-Denavit 4x4 transformation
matrix D H j relating link (i-l) coordinates and link i coordinates for spatial systems,
for instance, can be expressed in terms of four link parameters 8i5 di5 a{, and SL^ as
follows:

- 10 0 0 axosBj cos0j -sinOjCosoij sinO-sinc^

DH =
i

(11)
ajSinOj sinOj cosOjCosctj -cosOjsinaj
dj
0
sinctj
cosctj

K

'

The transformation matrix relates points defined in frame i to frame (i-l). By defining
the coordinate frames and determining the entries for the D - H matrices, the position of
the tool or gripper (last link and frame) with respect to the base (0 link and joint 1) as a
function of the joint variables can be determined.

2.2.2 Coordinate Transformation

A 4 x 4 transformation matrix notation *Wj relating transformation between link i
coordinates and j coordinates can be define as:

A i + 1 A i + 2 ....Aj
l

fori<j

Wj =

I for 1 = j

A particular A. matrix will contain functions of the appropriate variable and some
constants while the W4 matrix is a function of all the joint variables. Link 0
coordinates are fixed to the base thus, °W. describes the absolute position and

orientation of the jth link. In short, the special case of °W, can defined as follow

Wj = °Wj (2.3)

2.2.3 Derivatives of Transformation Matrices
Differentiating the transformation matrix (kW.) with respect to q= and time,
respectively produce the following terms:
3kW{
-^—i

k.

W

The second time derivatives of the transformation matrix k W . denotes the relative

linear and angular accelerations of the link j with respect to the link k coordinate
This can be obtained as follows:

3q2

2.2.4

'

'

Positions and Velocities

Positions and velocities for any point in the system are expressed in this subsection by
transformation matrices. Let V. = [l.'x./y./z.]1' be a vector from coordinate system

to a point fixed in link j expressed in link i coordinates. Subsequently, adjacent
coordinate systems can be related by the following:

i 1

" ri= Aiiri (2.4)

where, Ai is the 4 x 4 transformation matrix.

Any two coordinate systems i and j can be related by the following transformations:

\ = ^i\

(2-5)

By differentiating Eq.2.5, the absolute velocity of each point in the system can be
obtained which is necessary to formulate the kinetic energy.

2.2.5 Recursive Relations

Recursive relations due to the nature of the sequence link manipulator are an important
property to consider. Computation time can be saved by using recursive relations
either the Newton-Euler approach or the Lagrange approach [7,14,19]. Backward
recursive relations of the transformation matrices and their derivatives can be derived
by the following straightforward differentiation:

W . = W . .A.

(2.6)

W. = W. .A. + W., A.

(2.7)

W. = W. .A. + 2W. ,A. + W. ,A.

(2.8)
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With the above formulation, the number of additions and multiplications is reduced to
an n 2 dependence [7]. The reduction from an n 4 to an n 2 dependence comes about
primarily from a more efficient Coriolis and centrifugal force computation.

2.3 KINEMATICS OF FLEXIBLE MANIPULATORS

As a preliminary to the following formulation we can derive kinematic equations by
referring to the previous work by Book [18]. The kinematics forrigidlink system has
been reviewed in section (2.2). There, w e m a d e heavy use of the 4 x 4 transformation
matrix so as to develop the kinematics of the system in a simple way. The flexible link
system can be derived, which is more complicated than the rigid link system.
However, the system kinematics are intended to describe as simple as that in the rigid
multi-link case.

2.3.1 Transformation Matrices

Consider an orthonormal Cartesian coordinate system [x,y,z] assigned to each link at
its joint axis. Axes are oriented so that the x axis is coincident with neutral axis of the
beam in its undeformed condition. The orientation of the remaining axes will be done
so as to allow efficient description of the joint motion. A point on the neutral axis at
x = n w h e n the undeformed beam is located at 'h^ii) under a general condition of
deformation with respect to system i. Each [x^zjj coordinate system is fixed in link i
and corresponds to joint i+1. Therefore, the ith coordinate system moves together
with i while the base coordinate system is defined as the Oth coordinate frame.

The position of a point can be described in any other coordinate system j by a
homogeneous transformation of coordinates, if the transformation ^ W j is k n o w n
(Fig. 2.2). The form of this matrix can be expressed as follows:

1
J\V i =

x- component of Oj
Vj component of Oj
z. component of 0 {

I 0T
I
'

%

(2.9)

I

where, j R t and 0 are a 3 x 3 matrix of direction cosines and a 1 x 3 vector of zeros,
respectively.

Jh^JWi'hj

Fig. 2.2. Transformation of coordinates

It is clear that the transformation W= consists of two parts; joint variables and flex
deflections as shown in Fig. 2.3. The transformation W= can be defined as follows:

W =W
j

,E .A = W ,A
J-I J-I

J

(2.10)

J-I J

where, A. is the joint transformation matrix for joint j, E ^ is the link transformation

matrix for j-1 between joints j-1 and j, and W. {is the cumulative transformation from

base coordinates to O.A at the distal end of link j. 0.2 is fixed to the link j-1, and
no deflection [x,y,z]M is parallel to [x,y,z]M (XjA coincident with xiA).

It should be noted that if a link is consideredrigid,the link transformation matrix (E^
will be constant matrix H. as follows:

H =
1

10
L 1
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
10
0 U

(2.11)

T o End effector

T o Base

Inertia Frame

Fig. 2.3. Kinematic Description of Flexible Manipulator

The change in the position and orientation of the (i+l)th coordinate frame due to the
flexible deflection of link i is described by a differential coordinate transformation
(Fig. 2.3). This is an approximation in the kinematic description. The approximation
is valid to the extent that the orientation change of coordinate frame (i+1) due to

deflections are small enough. This approximation is well satisfied in robotic
applications. Finally, the link transformation Ej can be written by:

m.

E. = H. + X q.. M..
1

* j=i y

(2.12)

y

where,

0
M

=

0
0
u

x..

0

- 0 . 0 ••

y

zy

y.. 0 ..
•'JJ

0

v

(2.13)
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0 - 0 ..

zy

xv)

z.. -0 .. 0 ..

0

All variables in brackets are evaluated at 1.. 0,.., 0 .., 0 .. are the x., y., z. small
i

-*•*}

yy

^*j

i

i

i

rotations components of link i, respectively. It is clear that A. is a function of t
displacements q{ and E. is a function of link deflections q-. Transformation Wj
defined in Eq.2.10, illustrates the functional relationship between the position of
point along the ith link and the displacements of all joints and links deflections
involved in the kinematic.

2.3.2 Recursive Relations

It is computationally efficient to relate the position of a point and its derivative
preceding members in the chain due to the nature of the sequence link manipulator.
Differentiating Eq.2.10 with respect to time leads to:

W. = \V. ,A. + W. ,A.
j

and:

J-I

J

J-I

J

(2.14)

Wj-*j.iAj+ 2*j.iV*J-i*i

(2.15)

where,

VUfl

(2.16)

A. = U 2 .q 2 + U.q.

(2.17)

dA.
ij^ (2-18)
3qj

U =

3 2 A.
U2j = "^ (2.19)

Therefore, W . and W . can be computed recursively from W . ,, W . ,, W . ,, and the
j

r

j

J

j-i'

j-i'

j-i'

partial derivatives with respect to the variables of link j-1 and joint j. It
pointed out that no mixed partial derivatives are explicitly present.

To gain further computational efficiency, recursive expressions for W. v W., an

are needed. These can be computed recursively from W._x and its derivatives as
follows:

W . = W.E.
j

(2.20)

j j

'

&. = W.E.+W.E.
J

j J

j

(2.21)

j

$. = W.E. + 2W.E. + W.E.
J

j J

j j

j j

(2.22)

where,

m.

E

i =k ^ A

(2-23)

m.

E = t 21q j k M j k

(2.24)

Equations 2.20 and 2.21 show that the deflection transformations enter even more
simply into kinematics on a per-variable basis than do the joint variables. This is due
to the form chosen for the transformation and the small deflection assumption. The
terms involving second derivatives of the joint and deflection variables are separated
from the above expressions and included in the inertia matrix to constitute the
coefficient matrix of the derivatives of the generalized coordinates for the complete
simulation equations which are derived in the next chapter.

2.3.3 Positions and Velocities

By considering Wj the homogeneous matrix transformation from moving coordinate
frame Ojxyz to fixed inertial frame 0 0 xyz, the absolute position vector is given by:

h^Wj'lr

(2.25)

The position vector of any point on the link i with respect to coordinate frame Ojxyz is
given by:
m.
T1
++ YI q,[0,x
h.0l) = [l.ji.O.OJ
qij[0,x..^),y
(^)]T
::(it),v;(ti),z
;;j(tl)]
ij^),z.

l

(2.26)

The second summation term in Eq.2.26 describes the deflection of the element i at that

point, in terms of modal coordinates approximately. The x.., y.., z.. are the ith mod
y ^y

IJ

J

shape functions of the element in x., y., z. directions respectively, and q.. is the

varying amplitude of mode j of link i. In order to find the velocity of a point on li
differentiating Eq.2.25 with respect to time leads to:

h. = W . ih. + W . ih.

(2 27)

where,

m.

\<V) = I q.. [0,x..(^),y..(ix),z..(|i)]T

(2.28)

2.4 KINEMATICS REVISITED

Since most robotic arms used in industry, nuclear reactors, space and undersea
explorations are open-loop chain with varying number of hnks, a serial arm composed
of n link is modeled and studied. In order to separate the second derivatives of the
A

joint variables and deflection variables from the expressions for W. and W., the
previously described kinematics are extended in this section.
A

For such a system, we first consider the product of transformations that constitute W
and then write two alternative ways of expressing it as follows:

fy=A1E1A2E2...AhEh...AiEi

(2.29)

W. = W„ , A. h W. = W h E. h W.
i

h-l

n

I

n i l

(2.30)

The expressions for W j in the above equations are conveniently represented.
Differentiating with respect to time leads to:

m
h

fy= XA-iVW/q,, + X W ^ ^ ) + Wv.
h=l

(2.31)

k=l

Similarly, to make up an expression for W., one can express it in two alternative ways
as follows:

Wi= A1E1A2E2...AhEh...EMAi (2.32)

W

i=^h-iAhhWj=WhEhhWi

(2.33)

Carrying through the derivatives yield the following expression:
i 1 mh

i

*. = lAi«b ** A
h=l

+

JlVbk*'^ + Wvi (2.34)

n—1K=1

It is important to note that for this model, the value of W y i and W y i can be calculated
recursively as shown in equations 2.15 and 2.22 for W. and W., respectively.

can be done by eliminating the terms involving q and iL only. Therefore, this
results in the following expressions:

W

A

wvj = VJ.I J

A .
+ 2 W A +W

J

A

J-I 2J

W . = W . E s + 2 W . EVj

VJ

J

j J

.2
U

q/

(2-35)

(2-36)
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B y applying equations 2.35 and 2.36 the expression for W j and W . can be calculated
recursively.

CHAPTER 3

CHAPTER 3
KINETICS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The equations of motion for the flexible link manipulator can be derived from the
Lagrangian approach. Since the motions are separated into large motion and small
motion based on the assumed mode, generalized coordinates are defined to represent
these two motions. The kinetic energy and the potential energy are formulated in
terms of generalized coordinates by applying the 4 x 4 transformations. Then,
Lagrangian equations can be employed to obtain the equations of motion which are
expressed only in terms of generalized coordinates.

The dynamics of deformable bodies that undergo large reference translational
displacements have been a subject of several investigations. Book [19] applied 4 x 4
transformation matrices to model an elastic space manipulator which operated at low
speeds and was light in weight, i.e, the mass of the manipulator was assumed
negligible as compared to the mass of the load. Rakhmanov et al. [20] developed a
mathematical model for a flexible manipulator with a moving platform under the same
assumption. Another flexible body dynamics of a space manipulator was developed
by Hughes [21]. Hughes assumed that the manipulator moved sufficiently slowly and
therefore, the equations of motion are linearized.

Sunada and Dubowsky [22] utilized the 4 X 4 transformation matrices and the
Lagrangian approach to model industrial robotic manipulators with elastic members.

The motion of the flexible manipulator was described as small perturbations about
nominal motions with the solution of the nominal motions obtained from a rigid
model. T h e mass properties of the links and the flexibility were computed through
available finite element programs. However, this model neglected the effect of the
small motion interaction on the large motion, and consequently did not give a complete
description of the actual motion dynamics.

Book [18] developed a nonlinear recursive Lagrangian dynamic formulation for
flexible manipulator arms consisting of rotary joints that connect pairs of flexible
links. The 4 x 4 transformation matrices were used for the kinematics of both the
rotary joint motion and the link deformation. The link deflection was assumed small
enough so that the link transformation could be composed of summations of assumed
link m o d e shapes. The resulting equations were a set of nonlinear coupled second
order ordinary differential equations and the author suggested the Runge-Kutta method
to integrate the resulting equations. The system motion has been expressed completely
including large motion, small motion, and their interactions.

The effect of the nonlinear inertia coupling between the large rigid body displaceme
and the elastic deformation was examined by Shabana [23-24]. Consistent, lumped
and hybrid mass techniques were used to formulate the mass matrix of constrained
deformable bodies that undergo large translational and rotational displacements. Kane
et al. [25] studied the dynamic behavior of a cantilever beam built into a rigid body that
is performing a specified motion of rotation and translation. Effects such as
centrifugal stiffening and vibrations induced by Coriolis forces were accommodated
automatically. A n algorithm that can be used to predict the dynamic behavior of the
flexible b e a m w h e n the based undergoes general three dimensional motions was
proposed. Numerical results showed that prediction of the theory developed can differ

markedly from those obtained by using an algorithm based on the conventional
approach underlying various multibody dynamics programs.

Naganathan and Soni [26] presented a nonlinear finite element formulation to predict
the dynamic response of spatial manipulators withflexiblehnks. The method takes
into account the complete nonlinear coupling effects between the nonlinear gross
motion of the links and their deformations due to distributed elasticity. Only rotational
joints between deformable links are allowed in the formulation presented by
Naganathan and Soni [26]. However, the contribution of the system deformation to
the kinematics of succeeding links were considered. Case studies of both planar and
spatial manipulators were presented and it was observed that the nonlinear kinematic
coupling effects had a significant effect on end effector positioning errors.

Shabana [27] developed generalized Newton-Euler Equations for deformable bodies
that undergo large translational and rotational displacements. The configuration of the
deformable body was identified using coupled set of reference and elastic variables.
The nonlinear generalized Newton-Euler equations were formulated in terms of a set
of time invariant scalers and matrices that depended on the spatial coordinates as well
as the assumed displacement field. A set of intermediate reference frames having no
mass or inertia were introduced for the convenience of defining various joints between
interconnected deformable bodies.

Chang and Hamilton [28] proposed an Equivalent Rigid Link System (ERLS) model
to describe the dynamics of robotic manipulators withflexiblehnks. The large motion
was represented by E R L S and the small motion was measured relative to the E R L S .
The system equations offlexiblemanipulators are composed of coupled two sets of
equations viz.; one nonlinear for large motion and the other, linear for small motion.
A sequential integration method [29] was developed to simulate dynamical systems
with two inertially coupled motions, a slow motion and a fast motion. The slow

motion was nonlinear and was integrated through explicit integrations. For the fast
motion, the equations were linear and

implicit integrations were applied with

guaranteed stability. T h e size of time step only needed to be chosen to provide
accuracy of the solution for the modes that are excited and the computation time was
considerably reduced.

To gain a broad background for the modeling of flexible manipulators, the reader is
also encouraged to refer to works carried out in the control field for flexible
manipulators. A variety of contributions aimed at designing control systems
performing active feedback control of flexible vibrations have been developed,
applying linear control [31-37], frequency domain techniques [38-41], adaptive
control [42-43], robust control [44-45], transfer function approaches [46], inverse
dynamics techniques [47-48], nonlinear decoupling controllers [49-54], and
pseudolinearization methods [55].

In spite of the great progress of modeling for the manipulator system with flexibility,
the complete model, which describes large motion, small motion, and their interactions
with addition of dynamic effects of load at the end effector as well as mass at joints to
account for actuator and gearing inertia, has not been developed yet and has become
the research objective in this chapter. The recursive Lagrangian assumed m o d e
method of robotic manipulators with compliant links and joints is a problem which
will be dealt with in this chapter. The recursive Lagrangian assumed m o d e method
[18] is modified to include jointflexibilityand dynamics of the load and actuator joint
dynamic, which together with kinematic equations are necessary to determine D L C C
forflexiblemanipulators. It is worth mentioning that although w e have included joint
elasticity and load dynamic, the same procedure as reported by [18] can be applied to
completely describe motions of manipulator system.

3.2 KINETIC E N E R G Y

T o determine D L C C forflexiblemanipulators, proper modeling of manipulator and
load dynamics is a prerequisite. The method employed here largely follows that of
[18], except that the dynamic effects of load at the end effector as well as mass at
joints to account for actuator and jointflexibilitieswere added. The deformations of
the robot links are assumed to be a general one about the link neutral axis, denoted by
x = |i. It is assumed that end effector deflection is primarily caused by link deflection
or oscillation at higher speeds, and links are slender beams. After its kinematics is set
up, the expression for the system's kinetic energy can be developed. Firstly, the
kinetic energy for a differential element is written. Secondly, integration of this
differential kinetic energy over the Enk gives the link's total contribution. Thirdly, the
kinetic energy for a load mass and load moment inertia are presented.

The kinetic energy of a point on the ith link can be written by:

dki = ^dmTr{h.h:r} (3.1)

where, dm is the differential mass of the point, and Tr{.} is the Trace operator.

By applying the fact Tr{A BT} = Tr{B AT} and expanding Eq.3.1, the expression
for dk. takes the following form:

dk. = \ dm Tr{ W, Vh^ wj" + 2 W, 'h. tf W^ + W.1 h. {h J W^} (3.2)

By integrating over the link, the total kinetic energy of the flexible arm can be derived
For slender beams, d m = r\6\i, one can integrate over ^t from 0 to L. Only the terms in

'h. and 'h. are functions of [i for this link. Thus, the integration can be performed
without knowledge of W j and W.. Summation over all n links provides the total
kinetic energy of theflexiblearm as follows:

(K.) 1= £ fdk{

(3.3)

i=i0

In addition to the kinetic energy of links, the manipulator system also includes lumped
masses at joints such as the actuators, which contribute to the system's kinetic energy,
especially for the high speed manipulators. W e include this point in deriving the
equations of motion, while the effect of jointflexibilityon the system's dynamic
equations will be considered in the end of this chapter. For any mass M . concentrated
at joint i and for mass and m o m e n t of inertia of a payload about its center of gravity,
the kinetic energy can be written by:

i /h^/h];
(K

V 2 V 3ii A 5fX V=o) +

+

£ i_ W

(

V W 2- HC-tfiW

(3 4)

-

The total kinetic energy is due to kinetic energy of the flexible link motions and that o
the actuators and payload. Therefore, w e can calculate the total kinetic energy as
follows:

K = i i jVrt htfjctaH. \ JTr{ (^(-g^)^}*

+ Tr[

<3-5*>

! 5 ' . Q ^ W - ".<*# W

where the first term of the kinetic energy is identical to [18] while the rest

are different in order to account for the load effect Mp and joint mass effect
i = 1 to n-1. The kinetic energy can be expanded as follows:

K=

T
X Tr{W. [IjVh/hlhdixlW^ 2W4 [i/Vh^^^wJ
n

'=1

n

+
0

+ £lr{ W . [^M. V h * ] Vv? j+ 2 W t [|M. ^ I W ? " +

+ Wi[^Miih.ih^]wJ'}

(3.5b)

By substituting expression for h. and h. from Eqs.2.26 and 2.28, the kinetic energy
becomes:

K =

£TT{W.

[\Ji[l,^,0,0]T[l,^,0,0]ridM. + ^[l^AOft 1,^1,0,0] +
n

i=l

1 l

m.-

I q.. [^|i[l,li,0,0]T[0,x..,y..,z..]r|d^ + ^M.[l,^,0,0]T[0,x..,y..,z..] +
i-l

0

1 X,

1
T

+{^J [l,M,0] [0,x..,yij,zij]ridn + ^ [ l ^ O ^ ^ x . - . y ^ z . . ] } 7 ] +
o
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+

££ <W h\ [°^.y^j]T[o,xryfl,zg]T,«m +

+ ^M.[0,x..,y..,zi.]T[0,x..,y..,z..]]}W^ +

•^•1\
+ 2 W t [ J q ^ J [l,M,0] T [0,x y z..]r,d^ +
j-i

o

J

J

J

+ ^M[l,n,0,0]T[0,x y z..] +
*>

*

y

y

y

m. m. i
+

k5ijS

q

^ y [ 2 f t0'xik'yik'zik3T[0'xij'yrZij]Ti^ +

+ iM.[0,x.k,yik,zik]T[0,x..,y..,z.j]]w[ +
m. m. j 1

+ iM.[0,x.k,yik,zik]T[0,x..,y..,z.j]] wj"} +
1 m. m. -. _
+

2 Jij?i J ^ * a|I[0'xik'yik'ziJT ^0,xij,y..,z.j]

The kinetic energy can be organized in the following form:
n

m. m. m.

K=

XTr{W, [C +1 qi.(Cik+ Cj) + i I q ^ C J W* +

m. m. m.

^Wi[2iqijCij+ZSqitqijCijk]w7)+

(3.5c)

WJSXiqijqitCikj]Wy}+ijiXisijkqijqik

+

(3.6)

where, the elements of C., C.., C.jk, and S.jk are different from that given in [18].
The coefficients C., C.., C , and S..k take the form:

1 l-

1
T

C.= 5 jtl,H,0,0] [l,M,0]TidM. + 5M.[l,n,0,0]T[l,u.,0,0]

1 \
1
C i k = 2l[l^,0,0]T[0,x..,y..,z..]Tid^ + 2LM.[l,M,0]T[0,x.j,y..,z..]

C

S

1 *i
1
1 0 x
T
ikj= 2/ [ ' ik'yik'Zik] [0,x..,y.j,z..]TidM- + ^4i[0,xlk,yikfzik]T[0fxij>yyIzij]

i k j = 2 3^0'xik'yik'ziJT^°'xij'yij'zij]

(3-7)

Other differences are in the dynamic equation which will be shown later.

3.2.1 Derivatives of Kinetic Energy

Derivatives of kinetic energy are needed due to construction of Lagrange's equations.
The required derivatives are:

dK

aqT'
^J

dK

draK,

dq~: dT<—>'
V

dq.

, df9K,
and

dt { T^>
dq.f

r)K
Taking derivative of K with respect to q., that is — , involves the partials of all the
terms in kinetic energy. All are zero, except W. for j < i < n which provides nonzero

partials with respect to q.. Then, the time derivative of the partials can be taken. I

order to simplify and combine the terms in the dynamics equation, the following
equivalences should be noted:

aw. aw.
T7L = "5q^ (3-8)
aq. 4J
d

aw

aw.

=

dt^) ^ (3-9)
M
3q.
J

aw. aw.
J
J
3qjf - *>*

(3.10)

d ,aw.x aw.
aqjf %
Further simplification is based on the identity that Tr{A} = Tr{A } for any square
matrix A. Considerable combination and cancellation results when the terms in
Lagrange's equation involving kinetic energy are combined. The outcome of this
combination can be written in the following form:
djaKi 3 K _
dl* >'dq.dq. 4J

2XTr{-g^ [[C. + Iq^C^ C[t) + II q^C^lW^

+ IX q ^
1=1 k=l JC=1 1=1

+

X qilCi]t)]W[+ 2[ X U C ^ X q / ^ l W * ] ) (3.12)

The second order terms of the form q^q^ in the above equation can be neglected
consistently with the assumption that the deflections are small. It is convenient to
define the following expressions due to recurrence of certain terms in Eq.3.12:

D C +

^ * Z%C^

(3.13)

m}
G

m; m;

C +

i = i J^* + Cl) + II qikqilCilk (3.14)

B y substituting Eqs.3.13 and 3.14 into Eq.3.12, it becomes:
dr^l

3K

=

dt\. ' aq.
y

aqj

n

j

3^W

m

i

m

i

2ZTr{-^ [G.W^+ I ^ w f + 2 I q ^ w f ] }
i=j

^j

k =i

(3.15)

k =i

The partials of kinetic energy with respect to q.f and q.f are considerably more

complex, but the techniques of simplification are similar. An additional simplificati
arises due to the fact that if W is compatible for multiplication and A is any
antisymmetric matrix, then:

Tr{WAWT}=0

In fact, an antisymmetric matrix occurs as the difference of a matrix and its transpo
This fact leads us to:

11

f3Wir

-T

^

••

T

^

• T

m.

+ Tr{2[WDik+ 2 W. £ 0 ^ + W. I/^C.JW^} + I Sijkqik

(3.16)

3.3 POTENTIAL ENERGY

The potential energy of the system is compo^d of two parts; the gravitational potential
energy and the elastic potential energy due toflexureof the links. Both are included
by writing the potential energy contribution of a differential element, integrating over
the length of the link, and then summing up over all hnks.

3.3.1 Elastic Potential Energy

To express the elastic potential energy stored in link i, consider a point on the ith lin
as undergoing small deflections. Assuming that the links are the slender beam, the
elastic potential is accounted for a good approximation by bending about the transverse
y. and z. axes and twisting about the longitudinal x. axis. Since compression is not
included, as it is generally m u c h smaller, the potential energy can be expressed in
terms of deflections and rotations along an incremental length d|X as follows:

where, EI and EI are the bending stiffnesses in the y and z directions, respectively
y

z

and G I is the torsional stiffness. The angles 0 ., 0 ., and 0 , are represented as
x

xi

yi

AI

summations of modal coefficients times the deflection variables with a truncated modal
approximation for the beam deformation. Therefore, as an example, the angle 0 ^ can
be represented as follows:

0

xi= ] J 1 ( li k 0 xi k

(3.18)

where, 0 xik is the angle about the x. axis corresponding to the kth m o d e of link i at the
point p.. The integration can be taken inside the modal summations of Eq.3.18 and its
corresponding y and z components w h e n dV e . is integrated over the link. The total
elastic energy of theflexiblemanipulator is then:

i n m;

mj

V ^ Ii=lI=ll=l
I q A ^

(3.19)

k

where,

K

ikl=Kxikl+Kyikl+Kzikl

(3-20)

KikiM'GU^X-T^dLl

(3.21)

SM=hl/^)^W

(3.22)

o
l

t

30 ., 30 .,

0

Note that the K i]k term is the same structural stiffness value that would be obtained
numerically fromfiniteelement methods.

It should be pointed out that the V is independent of the joint variables. Therefore,
one can obtain:

av
a^=0

(3-24)

Taking derivative of V g with respect to q.k leads to:

3V

m

i

SqJT^VS" (3.25)
The form of Eq.3.25 is m u c h general. Compression strain energy of flexible arm can
be represented in this form.

3.3.2 Potential Energy Due to Gravity

The gravitational potential energy of a differential element located on the ith link o
length d|J. is:

-Vgli = -T\gTV?iih.d\i

(3.26)

Substituting Eq.2.25 into Eq.3.26, and integrating over the length of the beam and
summed up over all beams, the gravitational potential energy becomes:

n

m-

i=l

k=l

1

T
T
1
T
gl = -g 2 W . [M K [l ) r,,0,0] + Iq jk I 1 l[0 ) x ik) y. kI z ik ] dn] (3.27)
v,=
"

J

Q

For a payload, the potential energy due to gravity is given by:

n

m;

V = -gT Z W i [M [1 ,L,0,0]T + Z q^M [O^y^zJ^I

The total gravitational potential energy of the flexible manipulator is:

(3.28)

V =v. + v
g

gl

gp

™ n

v

m

-g1 I W ^ M ^ + Mirei + J^e J
g== „T

(3.29)

It is convenient to define the following:

QI;

r. = M u r r i + M i r e . + S q . k e i k

(3.30)

k=l

e

ik = /'Tl[0>x.k,yik,zik]Td^ + M [0,x. k , yik , Zik ] T

(3.31)

where, r. = [l,rx.,0,0]T and r,. = [1,1.,0,0]T are vectors to the center of gravity from
joint i. Mj. is the total mass of link i, and M is the mass of the load. When these
definitions are substituted into Eq.3.29, one can obtain:

V_ = -g T £ w r
B

(3.32)

i=l

Taking derivative of V g with respect to q. required by Lagrange's equations leads to
the following expressions for the joint variables:

avo

_ n aw.
T

*!,^ - g
"B

Ii-= ^j r^ ,

(3.33)

Taking derivative of V with respect to q.f leads to:

avg

n aw.
T

v ^ = - g I v-^r. - gTW.e.f

for 1 <j <n-l

(3.34)

and:

av

T
5q^ = -g Wnenf f°r J = n (3-35)

While carrying out the dynamic analysis offlexiblemanipulators, these form of
Eqs.3.34 and 3.35 have to be used in Lagrange's equations.

3.4 INERTIA COEFFICIENTS

The inertia coefficients that multiply the second derivatives can be determined by
substituting Eqs.2.27 and 2.30 into the relevant parts of the dynamic equations of
flexible manipulators (Eqs.3.15 and 3.16), respectively. Collecting the terms and
arranging them for efficient computation requires the procedures outlined in this
section.

3.4.1 Inertia Coefficients of Joint Variables in the Joint Equations

_ • • • • T

The second derivative of joint variables q= in Eq.3.15 arise in the expression for W j .
A double summation over the indices i and h exists when these terms are isolated. By
exchanging the order of the summation as follows [18]:
n

l

n

n

11=1 I.
i=j h=l

h=l i=max(h,j)

the resulting coefficient for joint variable q in the joint equation j becomes:

^.anViWil
where,

(3 36)

-

*k- I W f

(3.37)

i=max(h,j)

It should be noted that an identical expression can be obtained by exchanging j and h

and transposing inside the trace operation. In order to further improve the effi

of calculation, the formulation for iff can be computed recursively. The recursi

expression for jFh will be described later in this chapter which is used to reduc
required number of computations.

3.4.2 Inertia Coefficients of the Deflection Variables in the Joint
Equations

The deflection variables appear both in the expression for W-, and explicitly in
Eq.3.15. After substituting Wj into Eq.3.15, collecting terms in qjf and
interchanging the order of summations in the following form:
n i-l

n-1

n

11=1 I
i=jh=l

h=l i=max(h+l,j)

the resulting coefficient of q h k in joint equation j becomes J.^. The included terms
depend on the relative values of j and h. The following hold for 1 < k < mh.

Jjnk = 2Tr{WHU. JW^W*} for h = n; j = 1, ..., n (3.38)

Jjhk = 2Tr{ WHU.[JFhM Jk + WhDJwJ}
for h = j, ..., n-1; j = 1,..., n-1 (3.39)

Jjhk = 2Tr{ W. jU. jFhM^wJ} for h = 1,..., j-1; j = 2, ..., n (3.40)

where,

j

Fh=

I ^G^WJ"

for h = 1, ..., n-1, j = 1, ..., n

(3.41)

i=max(h+l,jj

It can be shown that the inertia coefficient for the deflection variable q in the joi
equation j is the same as the inertia coefficient for the joint variable q. in the deflection
equation hk. This, further extends symmetry of the inertia matrix and reduces the
computation necessary. J F h can be computed recursively as shown later in this
chapter.

3.4.3 Inertia Coefficients of the Deflection Variables in the Deflection
Equation

The inertia coefficients of the deflection variables in the deflection equations can
evaluated in a situation similar to the previous two types of coefficients. It can be
shown that the inertia coefficient for the deflection variable q h k in the deflection
equation jf is the same as the coefficient for the deflection variable q.f in the deflection
equation hk. Substituting Eq.2.30 into Eq.3.16, interchanging the order of
summations and isolating the second derivatives of the deflection variables can lead to
the inertia coefficients. A s a result of the identity for any three square matrices, A , B,
and C, additional simplification can be done as follows:

Tr{A BC}= Tr{C A B} = Tr{B C A}

Since the rotation matrices in the transformation matrices are orthogonal, it can be
TT

concluded that R R j = I, where I is a 3 x 3 identity matrix. This can be coupled with

the zero first row and column of Cjkf, and result in an especially simple form for two
of the six cases. The following hold for 1 < k < m, and 1 < f < m :
h

I

nmk

h

= 2Tr C

^ nkf> forh=j = n (3.42)

I.fjk= 2TrlM.jJ0.Mj, + Cjkf} for h = j = 1, ..., n-1 (3.43)

W =

W

2Tr W M

< j jf JW„DnkWh> *>r h = n; j = 1, ..., n-1 (3.44)

= 2Tr W

{ jV0h<

+ JW D

h hklWh}
for h = 1, ..., n-1;

j = j+1, ..., n-1

(3.45a)

W=2Tr{wjMjfj0h«J
for h = 1, ..., n-1; j = h+1, ..., n-1

(3.45b)

Infhk=0 forh = l, ...,n-l; j=n (3.45c)

where,

J'0h = £ J'W.G.hw[ for j = 1, ...n-1; h = 1,..., n-1 (3.46)
i=max(j+l,h+lj

The recursive expression for calculating J0 is proposed in the following section.

3.4.4 Recursions in the Calculation of the Inertia Coefficients

It should be noted that, so far, all expressions Jf?h, jFfa, and J0 have been written
their full non-recursive form. This is in accordance with the requirements of
Lagrange's equation which stipulates that completely nonlinear expressions for inertia

coefficients. In order to constitute an effective means for deriving a dynamic model
forflexiblemanipulators, recursive expressions for-"P., *¥., and -*0. are needed. It
is worth mentioning that the inertia matrix is a square matrix, therefore the calculation
of r^ terms is required, where nt is the total number of variables:

n = n + Y, m.
1

l

i=i

Since the inertia matrix is symmetric, the number of distinct terms is reduced to
n (n +l)/2, which still has a second power dependence. It is interesting from a
practical stand point that n t can be quite large, thus it is important to reduce the
coefficient of the squared terms as much as possible.

On the basis of Eqs.3.37, 3.41, and 3.46, several recursive expressions can be
arranged for the efficient calculation of these quantities. The recursive expression for
calculating Jp.JF., and ]0h

is proposed for 1 < k < mfa, and 1 < f < m. in the

following form:

n

F = G forh=j = n (3.47)
n

J

n

JFfc = E.A.
h

h

FK

j j+l

for j < h < n

h+l v

n

j j+l7

JF k = h F ^ A A *
h

h+1

h

(3.48)

J

h

+ h F,, ,(EA. AT

F =G
n

j+1
1

forj = h < n

(3.49)

J

for h = 1, ..., n-1; j = 1, ..., n

(3.50)

n+1

^ V ^ h + X .

forj = l,...,n-l;h = l,...,n

(3.51)

Applying Eqs.3.47-3.51 the expressions j F h ,j F h , and j 0 f a can be computed
recursively.

3.5 LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS IN SIMULATION FORM

The model developed here is a very general model suitable for describing manip
dynamics during motion of the manipulator that does not involve contact with fixed
objects in the work environment. The components of the equations of motion for
multi-link flexible manipulators excluding the external forcing terms, have been
evaluated in Eqs.3.15, 3.24, and 3.33 for the joint equations and in Eqs.3.16, 3.25,
3.34, and 3.35 for deflection equations. The external forcing terms are the generalized
forces corresponding to the generalized coordinates. The generalized force
corresponding to joint variable q. is the joint torque F.. The corresponding generalized
force for the deflection variables is zero if the corresponding modal deflections or
rotations have no displacement at those locations where external forces are applied.
By using Lagrange's equations of motion, the dynamics equation of a flexible
manipulator can be obtained with generalized coordinates in the following form:

1. The joint equation, j:

^'"W^

(352)

2. The deflection equation, jf:
d,3K, 3K dVe dVg
{—}-£r +^ +;^ =0
dt
3q. f d% 3qif d%f

(3.53)

Equations 3.52 and 3.53 are in the inverse dynamic form. In order to transform them
to the simulation (dynamic) form, one must extract the coefficients of the second
derivatives of the generalized coordinates to compose an inertia matrix for the system.
Thefirstand second derivatives together constitute the derivative of the generalized
coordinates, which can be used in one of the available integration schemes such as
Runga-Kutta to integrate for the state as a function of time for input torques F. and
given initial conditions.

3.6 ASSEMBLY OF FINAL SIMULATION EQUATIONS

After deriving the complete simulation equations, one can assemble them in the final
form. It should be pointed out that some additional recursive expression can be used
to reduce the number of calculations. The second derivatives of the joint and
deflection variables are remained on the left-hand side of the dynamic equations of
motion as unknowns, while the remaining dynamic effects and the inputs are desired
on theright-handside. T o perform this process completely, one can take the inverse
of the inertia matrix J and premultiply the vector of the other dynamic effects.
Therefore, the equations of motion for a flexible manipulator can be written in the
following matrix form:

J z = R (3.54)

where, the inertia matrix J consist of coefficients previously defined in the order fo
multiplication appropriate for z which is the vector of generalized coordinates. R is a
vector of remaining dynamics and external forcing terms. T o facilitate the computation
of R, some recursions are given below:

R1= ^TrfUjQjJ+g^jPj+Fj (3.55)

R. =

-2Tr{ W.^U.Q.} + gTW._jU.P. + F.

1
T q . C J W ,T,
}

R f = -2Tr{[W D,+ 2W
lL

nf

k

n.^.^nk nkfJ

vn nf

(3.56)

n'

.T
^nkKnkf+g WnEnf

(3-57)

m,

RJf = -2Tr{W.MjfA.+1Q.tl+ [WvjDjf + 2W. X^Cyw,')

- I qjkKjkf + gTW.Mj(A.+1P.+1 + gT Wj e jf

(3.58)

where,

Q„=GnW;v + 2XqntDnkW;

(3.59)

k=l
m;

Q. = G.W'j + 2 X q., D , W.1 + E.A. ,Q. ,
J

V

J J

P = M r
n

k =i

k

k

J J

J

1

J J+ J+

+Iqv£f

n rn ._« n k nf

J rj

'

v

'

i

P = M r + X q ^ + E.A. ,P. .
J

(3.60)
v

(3.61)

n

m

1

k ti

k

k

J J

J J

+1

J

(3.62)
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3.7 JOINT FLEXIBILITY

The compliance of manipulators due to joints and links becomes a significan

affecting the accuracy of manipulation as the manipulator moves at relative
speeds. In order to operate within a desired precision range, the modeling

account for previously neglected manipulator compliance. Understanding and
appropriately accounting for the compliance in control is a prerequisite for the
utilization of manipulators in m a n y manufacturing operations such as milling, drilling,
deburring, and grinding. Therefore, efficient means of modeling the dynamics of
manipulators, including the link and joint compliance, are needed.

Much attention has been paid to the structural flexibility of robots. The dynamic
behavior offlexiblemanipulators has been investigated by a number of researchers.
The relevant literature review mentioned before considerflexiblestructures with rigid
joints. The limitations for all the methods discussed before are that they were based
on the assumption ofrigidjoint. However, key issues must still be addressed in order
to constitute an appropriate model forflexiblemanipulators. A few researchers have
investigated the dynamic behavior of robotic manipulators considering rigid links and
an elastic joint. D u e to problem's significance, various researches have developed
dynamic analysis and controller design for flexible joints manipulators [56-66]. The
model equations consist of two coupled dynamic systems, one representing the usual
rigid body or slow dynamics, and the other the fast dynamics introduced by the joint
flexibility.

The source of joint flexibility may be harmonic drives [67], torque transducers [68]
drive shaft stiffness [69], [70] or drive belts [71]. A c o m m o n feature of the models
[67], [69] and [72] is that the modal frequencies associated with the fast dynamics are
well separated from the rigid body modes. This assumption is usually associated with
the singlar perturbartion hypothesis [73]. Several results are available in the literature
on the modeling of manipulators with flexible joints. S o m e , eg [69], use simplifying
assumptions such as using large gear ratios. A detailed discussion of one-link
examples is given in [69] and [73], and a P U M A type is investigated in [67] and [71].
Contributions in the area of adaptive control offlexiblejoint manipulators include
work given in [72-77]. Essentially, the principal motivation for studying the control

offlexiblejoint manipulators is that controllers designed assuming rigid joints m a y
exhibit resonant frequencies inside the desired control bandwidth. It is apparent that
these control problems are exacerbated by an end effector force [58].

In this part, the equations of motion which incorporate both structural and joint
flexibility will be developed. Inclusion of joint deformation into model involves
augmenting a set of second order equations to the dynamic equation 3.54 as a result of
jointflexibility.The flexible model considered here, has n links interconnected by n
flexible joints. It is assumed that the elasticity at the jth joint can be modeled as a
linear torsional spring with constant k^. Since w e have modeled the joint stiffness as
a linear torsional spring about the axes of rotation of the joint, the potential energy
stored in the flexible joints can be written as follows:

vi=!(q.-qj)TKt(q.-qj) (3.63)

where, (q!)T= [qJi>qJ2> —» ^JJ are generalized coordinates associated with joint
flexibilities and K t is a diagonal matrix of joint stiffness:

Kt=Diag{ktl,kt2,...,ktn} (3.64)

The kinetic energy due to the flexibility of the joint is given by:

^ti^JjGP

(3 65)
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Fig. 3.1. Flexible joint-link assembly

As a result of joint flexibility, equations of motion can be modified by augmentin
.set of second order equations in the following form:
<Lr5K } 3 K + 3 V
dt

+

5 V ,=

3qj 3q] 3qj 3qj

p
J

d^K, 3K ^ve ^Y, .,
d t M - a qa j: + ^^J: + 3 ^J^ = 0

(3.66)

(3.67)

After taking the additional necessary derivatives such as:
3V j

J^Cvqj)
dqj

(3.68)

av j
4 =0
aqj

(3.69)

3KJ

(3.70)

aqj

=0

(3.71)

dt<7T1=JJqJ
3qj

the resultant system of equation can be organized in the following form:

Jjqi+ K t (q j -qj) = F.

(3.72)

J z = R'

(3.73)

Rj and R. (Eqs. 3.55, 3.56) are modified as follows:

Rj = -2Tr{UjQj} + g T UjPj + K t (q{ - qj)

(3.74)

R. = -2Tr[W. ,U.Q.} + g T W . ,U.P. + K (q. - q^)
l

J

J-I J^J J

6

J-I J j

tv**j

H

(3.75)

y

As a result, the complete simulation equations can now be derived:

F

j

J J

L Z

j - K t (9j - qj)

(3.76)

R'

or

J z =R
m m

(3.77)

m

where,

Jm

is the augmented inertia matrix consisting of J. and J.

z

is the augmented vector of generalized coordinates consisting of z and qi.
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R

is the augmented vector of R and joint flexibility.
m

CHAPTER 4

CHAPTER 4
SYMBOLIC MODELING FOR FLEXIBLE
MANIPULATORS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The advantages of symbolic derivation of dynamic equations of motion for robotic
manipulators have been recognized in relation to the needs for insight into the system
dynamics and for computational efficiency. The influence of various parameters, such
as masses, lengths, different modes, flexuralrigiditiescan be examined with relative
ease in the expanded form. Expanding the vector/matrix equations of motion results in
equations which are even more computationally efficient than the efficient recursive
Newton-Euler formulation in vector/matrix form [78].

Manual symbolic expansion of manipulator matrix equations is tedious, timeconsuming and error-prone, because of the significant complexity of intermediate
steps. Automated derivation of the equations using a suitable symbolic language is
desirable. Symbolic derivation of dynamic equations of manipulators has been
previously reported and various computer programs have been written, e.g., D Y M I R ,
A R M , P I O G R A M , M A C S Y M A [78-81]. These programs are applicable only to rigid
manipulators.

For flexible manipulators, it is nearly impossible to expand the equations symbolicall
by hand. The m u c h greater complexity of flexible manipulator dynamics practically
prohibits any manual symbolic derivations attempts. Therefore, the advantages

promised by symbolic manipulation programs are even more desirable for flexible
manipulators. The symbolic derivation of flexible manipulator dynamics is a relatively
new area. Cetinkunt and Book [82-83] have written a symbolic manipulation program
based on S M P . Anthony et al. [84] have written a systematic algorithm using the
symbolic language M A C S Y M A . A general Lagrangian-assumed modes based method
is presented in ref [82]. The equations of motion are developed in non-recursive form
for general simulation and controller synthesis studies [82]. A symbolic modeling
method based on [82] is developed in [85-86] using R E D U C E .

Most of the current computer programs for automatically generating the robot dynami
equations, especially the ones for flexible robots, have been developed for
minicomputers. The proliferation of the personal computers (PCs) has greatly
impacted nearly all engineering branches. The increasing capability of the PCs
combined with their low cost m a k e it very desirable to have such software for PCs.
However, developing such a program on a P C requires symbolically efficient
formulation of the algorithm to combat insufficient memory, which is difficult even on
minicomputers for high degree-of-freedom manipulators.

This chapter presents a new method for deriving flexible manipulator dynamic
equations using a PC-based symbolic language M A T H E M A T I C A ® [87-88].
M A T H E M A T I C A was used mainly due to its versatile symbolic manipulation
capabilities, such as symbolic simplification of polynomials and rational expressions,
linearization of trigonometric functions, automated evaluation of the relative
significance of terms and subsequent neglecting of the less significant terms, and
symbolic integration and differentiation. It was used also because of the P C platform
it runs on, Macintosh Quadra 700 with 2 0 M B of physical ram, its user friendliness
and its integrated graphics environment. It can also communicate at a high level with
other programs using the MathLink [87] communication standard.

The first step in improving the performance of flexible manipulators is the
development of a mathematical framework for the modeling of the robot arms. The
method employed here follows closely those discussed on chapters 2 and 3. Finally,
the derivation of dynamic equations of motion for flexible manipulators are presented
as illustrative examples. Simplified forms are compared with therigidcase in section
4.4. In order to further validate the symbolically derived and automatically simplified
model, simulation results are compared with different approaches in next chapter.

4.2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF A FLEXIBLE ARM

In this section, the model of a flexibb arm is developed using a truncated model
expansion solution of a Bernoulli-Euler beam of length L with lumped m o m e n t J0 at
the hub and a concentrated mass M p at the tip of the arm. The beam has a linear mass
density r\ and the torque i(t) is applied at the hub of the motor (see Figure 4.1). The
angular deflection is denoted as qi(t). Points on the beam have their positionfixedby
the variable ^t which is the distance that point is from the hub. The transverse
displacement of the beam, y(|i,t), as shown in Fig. 4.1, is a function of both the
spatial variable along the beam and time.

Fig. 4.1. Flexible A r m Model

First, w e look at the case where there is no torque x(t) at the hub and a concentrated
mass Mp at the tip of the arm. This is the standard problem of a beam where the beam
deflection is determined by a fourth order partial differential equation:
34yQi,t) 32y(U4)
hl

an4 +J] at2 _0 (41)

To determine the modes of vibration, the solution of the flexible motion of the link
be obtained through modal analysis, under the assumption of small deflection of the
link:

m,

y(iw)= I.%(X)y-fi-)

(4.2)

i=l

is substituted into Eq.4.1 to obtain the equation:

-^r-fi4yi(^=0

(4-3)

where, y^ji) is the eigenfunction expressing the displacement of assumed m o d e i of
link deflection. The general solution of Eq.4.3 can be shown to be:

y^) = A Cos(6.jl) + B Sin(6^) + C Cosh(6.^i) + D Sinh(6i)l) (4.4)

The eigenfunction y.(|i) and the normal mode frequency co. depend on the boundary
conditions. It can be shown for different boundary condition in Table 4.1
(Timoshenko).

Table 4.1 Summary of equations for lateral vibration of uniform beam
Beam
Configuration
l)Simply

y(0,t) = y"(0,t) = y(L,t) = y"(L,t) = 0

Supported
Sin(BL) = 0
yiqt)

= ASin(flii)

2) Clamp-Clamp
y(0,t) = y'(0,t) = y(L,t) = y'(L,t) = 0
Cos(BL)Cosh(BL) = 1

y.Gi) = Sin(B.n) - Sinh(B.n) + X. (Cos(B.^) - Cosh(B.n))
Sin(B.L.) - Sinh(B.L.) Cos(B.L.) - Cosh(B.L.)
*j ~" Cos(B.L.) - Cosh(B.Li) = SintB.L) + Sinh(B.L.)"
3) Clamp-Free
y(0,t) = y'(0,t) = y"(L,t) = y'"(L,t) = 0
Cos(BL)Cosh(BL) = -l
y.(H) = Sin(BjH) - Sinh(B.^i) + X. (Cos(B.^i) - Cosh(B.n))
Sin(B.Li) + Sinh(BiLi) 'CosffiL) + Cosh(BL.)
X =
i "Cos(B.1L.1) + Cosh(B.L.) = SintBL*) - Sinh(B.L.)
The natural frequencies of vibration are found from Eq.4.3:

co =(6L) 2 A /4
n
n
\ nL4

(4.5)

where, the number B depends on the boundary conditions of the problem. Table 4.2
lists numerical values (B.L.)2 for typical end conditions.

Table 4.2 Numerical values (B.L.)2 for typical end conditions
1 V

Beam
Configuration

O^Lj)'
Fundamental

(B 3 L 3 ) 2

(6 2 L 2 ) 2
Second M o d e

Third M o d e

9.87

39.5

88.74

Clamp-Clamp

22.3733

61.6728

120.9034

Clamp-Free

3.5160

22.0345

61.6972

Simply Supported

Mode shapes as well as end point conditions are shown in Fig. 4.2.

Beam
Configuration
1) Simply Supported
0
077777777

///////////

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

2) Clamp-Clamp
0

-L.

I*.

3) Clamp- Free
0

Fig. 4.2. Modes of vibration of uniform beam for different end condition

For a beam controlled by a motor at the hub, the following modification mus

made. A fourth-order partial differential equation for the link with four b

conditions and an ordinary differential equation for the hub can be obtaine
(Appendix A). The PDE governing the motion of the arm is given by:

3 2 y(M)
at2

a

3 4 y(^t) = -q
au 4
^qiW

(4.6)

with boundary conditions:

y(o.o=^=^-o

(4.7a)

93y(L.t) M p a4y(L,t)
4

an' %

an

<4-7b>

°

The equation describing therigidbody mode is:

Jo'qi(t) = T ( t ) + E l ^ ° 2 ^

(4.8)

where, EI * 2' is a bending moment at the root of the flexible arm and a = — Let

us consider the eigenvalue problem related to the partial differential equation Eq.4
and the boundary conditions Eq.4.7, which is given by:

^~dff=Xy([i)

°"ML

(4.9)

with boundary conditions:

^ 2 i+ ^ X y ( L ) = 0

(4.10b)

Solution of this eigenvalue problem is given by [34]:
1r
B.MB.Li
B.LI
B.(i,
VfiO = ^Cosh(-£=) - Cosi-f) - X. (SinhCjf) - Sin(-jf)]

(4.11)

where, B is the solution of:
1 + Cosh(B)Cos(B) + ^ B(Sinh(B)Cos(B) - Cosh(B)Sin(B)) = 0
T|L

(4.12)

and
Cosh(B.) + Cos(B.)
—
X.i =" Sinh(B.)
-~ + Sin(B.)

(4-13)

, TI wLxo,1 + Cosh(B.)Cos(B.) „ . .„

Equation (4.8) represents the rigid body mode and Eq.4.6 describe theflexiblemodes.

The presence of concentrated mass at the tip complicates the orthogonality conditio

flexible modes. Therefore, equations describing flexible modes are dynamically coupl

through terms involving mass Mp. If only the rigid body mode and the first two flexi

modes are retained, the Eqs.4.6 and 4.8 reduce to a set of three second order differ
equations.

4.3 SYMBOLIC DERIVATION OF THE LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS
BASED ON MATHEMATICA

The matrix form of manipulator dynamic equation was expanded symbolically for a
flexible manipulator using a symbolic manipulation program MATHEMATICA. It

was chosen mainly for its automatic derivation and simplification capability, as wel
its capability of producing FORTRAN code for computing dynamic equations. In
addition, results can be efficiently presented in graphic form. Based on the

formulations described in the previous section, a user-friendly computer program has

been developed to symbolically derive the dynamic equations for flexible manipulato
using MATHEMATICA. Inputs to the program from the user are the following:

1) n total number of links,
2) m. number of modes used to describe the deflection of link i,

3)f

length of hnk i,

4) g

gravity vector,

5)r

position vector of center of mass of link i,

6) (EI).

flexural rigidity of link i,

7) y..

m o d e shape of link i, and

8) TI

link density

The codes for generating dynamic equations are listed in Fig. 4.3.

"This progr-am derives the equation of motion of a manipulator with
flexible link using the Lagrangian assume mode formulation."

INPUT

>

n; m i ; 1^- g; ]i; (EI) ±; r± ; y ± . (mode shape)

OUTPUT > Joint equations; Deflection equations
"*ENTER NUMERICAL VALUE FOR (n, m.) AND SPECIFY SYMBOLS FOR
(1., EI, g, \i) THEN CALCULATE THE C , C ., C ., , D. ., G. MATRICES *"
For[j=l, j <=n,j++,
T[C] [SU ]]=UV2"Integrate [{{1}, {x}, {0} , {0}} .
{{l,x,0,0}},{x,0,T[l][S[j]]}];
For[k=l, k <=mi,k++,
T[y][fi[j],fi[k]];T[0z][S[j],S[k]]=D[T[y][S[j],S[k]],x];
[C][S[j],S[k]] ;T[fl] [S[j],S[k]];
For[f=l, f <=mi,f++,
T[K][S[j]..S[k],S[f]];T[C][&[j],6[k],&[f]];
T[D][S[j],6[k]]];T[r][fi[j]];T[G][fi[j] ]]]
"* GENERATE THE W. AND W. MATRICES AND THEIR DERIVATIVES *"
1

1

For[j=l, j <=n,j++,
T[A][S[j]];T[H][6[j]];T[U][S[j]]=D[T[A][S[j]] ,T[q][S[j]][t]];
T[U2][S[j]]=D[T[U][fi[j]],T[q][S[j]][t]];
T[E][6[j]]=T[H][S[j]]+Sum[T[M][6[j],6[k]]T[q][£[jl,S[k]][t],{k,l,mi}];
TIE] [S [j],7t[T]] transpose [T[E] [S[j]] ] ;T[DE] [&[ j ] ] =D[T[E] [&[ j ] ] , t]
For[j=l, j <=n,j++,
T[W][S[j]]=T[WB][S[jl]].T[A][fi[j]];
T[W][fi[j],w[T]]=Transpose[T[W][S[j]]];
T[WB][S[j]]=T[W][S[j]].T[E][S[j]];
T[WB] [S[j],*[T]]=Transpose[T[WB] [fi[j]] ] ;
TIDW][E[j]]=T[DWB][S[j-1]].T[A][S[j]]+T[WB][S[j-1]].T[DA][B[j]];
TfDWB][S[j]]=T[DW][S[j]].T[E][S[j]]+T[W][fi[j]]-T[DE][fi[j]];
T[DDW][S[v],S[j]]=T[DDWB][S[v],6[j-1]].T[A][6[j]]+2T[DWB][S[jl]].
T[DA] [6[j]]+T[WB] [S[j-1]] .T[U2] [S[j]]Derivative[1][T[q] [fi[j]]] [t]A2;

T[DDWB][fi[v],fi[j]]=T[DDW][fi[v],S[j]].T[E][fi[j]]+
2T[DW][S[j]].T[DE][fi[j]];
"* DERIVE THE RECURSIVE EXPRESSION (3F,= jFBh; ^F,=jFh; :'0,=j0h )*"
T[FB] [fi[n],7l[n]]=T[G] [S[n]];
For[j=n-l,
j >=1,
j—,
For[h=n,
h >j,
h--,
T[FB] [fi[h],7C[j]] = T[E] [fi[j]] .T[A] [fi[j + l]] .T[FB] [fi [h] ,7C[ j + 1] ] ] ] ] ;
For[j=n-l,
j >=1,
j~,h=j;
T[FB] [6[h],K[h]]=T[G] [6[h]]+T[FB] [fi[h+l] ,7t[h] ] .T[A] [fi[ j + 1] ,7C[T] ] .T[E] [
S[j],«[T]];
For[h=n-l,
h >=1, h--,
For[j=n,
j >h,
j--,
T[FB][fi[h],7C[j]]=T[FB][fi[h+l],n[j]]-T[A][fi[h+l],7l[T]].
T[E] [S[h],ie[T]]] ] ;
For[j=l, j <=n,j++,
For[h=l, h <n,h++,
T[F] [fi[h],7C[j]]=T[FB] [fi[h+l],7t[j]] .T[A] [fi[h+l],7C[T]]] ] ;
For[j=l,
j <n, j++,
For[h=l,
h <n,
h++,
T[0] [S[h],Jt[j]]=T[A] [fi[ j + 1]] .T[FB] [fi [h+1] ,1Z [ j + 1] ] .T[A] [fi[ j + 1] , 7t[T] ] ] ]
******************** DERIVE THE MATRIX R ***************************"
For[j=n, j <=n,j++,
T[Q] [fi[n] ]=T[G] [fi[n] ] .T[DDW] [fi[v] ,fi[n] ,ic[T] ] +2 Sum [Derivative [1] [T[q]
[fi[n],fi[kk]]] [t]T[D] [fi[n],6[kk]],{kk,l,mi}].T[DW][fi[n],7C[T]];
T[P][S[n]]=T[r][fi[j]];
For[f=l, f <=mi,f++,
T[R][6[n],fi[f]] =2Trace[(T[DDW][fi[v],6[n]].T[D][6[n],fi[f]]+2T[DW][fi[n]].
Sum[T[C] [S[n],iS[kk],fi[f]], {kk,l,mi}] ) .
T[W] [fi[n],Jt[T]]]Sum[T[q] [fi[n] , 6[ j j ] ] [t]
T[K] [6[n],fi[jj],fi[f]],{jj,l,mi}] +
T[g] [lt[T]] -T[W] [fi[n]] .T[Q] [6[n] ,fi[f ] ] ] ] ;
For[j=l, j <n,j++,
T[Q] [fi[j]]=T[G] [fi[j]] .T[DDW] [fi [v] ,fi[ j ] , 7t[T] ] +
2Sum[Derivative[l][T[q][fi[j],fi[kk]]][t]T[D][fi[j],fi[kk]],{kk,l,mi}].T[D
W] [fi[j],7t[T]]+T[E] [fi[j]] .T[A] [S[j + 1]] .T[Q] [fi[ j + 1] ] ;T[P] [6[j]] =
T[r][fi[j]]+T[E][fi[j]].T[A][fi[j+1]].T[P][fi[j+l]];
For[f=l, f <=mi,f++,
T[R][S[j],fi[f]]=-2Trace[T[W][fi[j]].T[M][6[j],fi[f]].T[A][fi[j+l]]
T[Q][fi[j+l]]+(T[DDW][S[v],fi[j]].T[D][6[j],fi[f]]+2T[DW][fi[j]].
Sum[Derivative[l][T[q][fi[j],fi[kk]]][t]T[C][fi[j],fi[kk],fi[f]],
{kk,l,mi}]).T[W][fi[j],Jl[T]] ] Sum[T[q] [fi[ j ] , 6[ j j ] ] [t]T[K] [fi[ j ] ,fi[j j ] ,fi[f] ] , {j j , l,mi} ] +T[g] [71 [T] ]
T[W][fi[j]].T[M][6[j],fi[f]].T[A][fi[j+l]].T[P][fi[j+l]]+
T[g][lC[T]].T[W][fi[j]] ] ] ]
For[j=l, j <=n,j++,
T[R][fi[j]]=-2Trace[T[WB][6[j-1]].T[U][fi[j]].T[Q][fi[j]] ]+
T[g] [7t[T]] .T[WB] [fi[j-l]] .T[U] [fi[j]] .T[P] [fi[j]]+T[F] [fi[j]] ] ]
N************** DERIVE THE INERTIA MATRIX J *************************
For[j=l, j <=n,j++,
For[h=j, h <=n,h++,
T[J][fi[j],6[h]]=2Trace[T[WB][fi[jl]].T[U][S[j]].T[FB] [fi[h],JC[j]].T[U][S[h],«[T]]] ] ]
For[k=l, k <=mi,k++,
For[j=l, j <=n,j++ ;
T[J] [6[j],fi[n],fi[k]]=2Trace[T[WB] [fi[j-l]] -T[U] [fi[j]] .T[WA] [6[n],7l[j]]
.T[D] [fi[n] ,fi[k] ] .T[W] [fi[n] ,7t[T] ] ] ] ;
For[k=l, k <=mi,k++,

For[j=l, j <=n-l,j++,
For[h=j, h <=n-l,h++,
T[J][S[j],S[h],fi[k]]=2Trace[T[WB][fi[j-1]].T[U][fi[j]].(T[F][fi[h],n[j]].
T[M] [fi[h],fi[k],7C[T]]+T[WA] [fi[h],7t[j]] .T[D] [fi[h],fi[k]]) .T[W] [fi[h],7t[T]]

Ml;
For[k=l, k <=mi,k++,
For[j=2, j <=n,j++,
For[h=l, h <=j-l,h++,
T[J][fi[j],fi[h],6[k]]=2Trace[T[WB][fi[j-l]].T[U][fi[j]].
T[F] [fi[h],7C[j]] .T[M] [fi[h],fi[k],7C[T]] .T[W] [fi[h],7C[T]] ] ] ];
For[k=l,k <=mi,k++,
For[f=l, f <=mi,f++,
T[I][6[n],fi[f],fi[n],fi[k]]=2Trace [T[C][fi[n],fi[k],fi[f]] ]]];
For[k=l,k <=mi,k++,
For[f=l, f <=mi,f++,
For[j=l, j <=n-l,j++,
T[I][fi[j],fi[f],fi[j],fi[k]]=2Trace[T[M][6[j],fi[f]].T[0][fi[j],n[j]].
T[M] [fi[j],fi[k],7C[T]]+T[C] [fi[j],fi[k],fi[f]] ]] ];
For[k=l,k <=mi,k++,
For[f=l, f <=mi,f++,
For[j=l, j <=n-l,j++,
T[I][fi[j],fi[f]/fi[n],6[k]]=2Trace[T[W][fi[j]].T[M][fi[j],fi[f]].T[W][fi[n],
«[j]].T[D][S[n],S[k]].T[W][6[n],«[T]] ] ]];
For[j=l, j <=n-l,j++,
For[h=j+l, h <=n-l,h++,
T[I][fi[j],fi[f],fi[h],fi[k]]=2Trace
[T[W] [6[j]].T[M] [6[j],fi[f]].(T[0] [6[h] ,7C
[j]].T[M] [fi[h],fi[k],TC[T]]+T[W] [S[h],7C[j]].T[D] [fi [h] ,fi[k] ] ) .T [W] [6[h],JC
[T]] ]] ]
"******* ASSEMBLE J & R TO OBTAIN THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION *******For[j=l, j <=nt,j += 1,
Print[(J[[j]].z[[j]] == R[[j]];]]

Fig. 4.3. M A T H E M A T I C A program for generating dynamic equations of flexible
manipulator.

Input Data and Select M o d e Shape

I
Compute the Matrices Q , Cy, Qj k , Kijk

I

Compute the Transformation Matrices W j
and Its Derivatives

I

Compute the Transformation Matrices W ,
and Its Derivatives

I

Compute the Recursive Expressions JF^, JFh, J0h, Qj,
and Pj Required for R and J Matrices

I
Compute R

Compute J

I
Assemble Dynamic Equation

I
Fig. 4.4. Computational procedure

The program uses the following mathematical operators of M A T H E M A T I C A for
symbolic manipulation:

(a) To define a matrix one can write the elements one by one.
For example, to generate A = [C.] 4x4 write:

A = ffcn'Ci2'C13'C14J' *C21'C22'C23'C24J'
{C31,C32,C33,C34},tc41'c42'c43'c44>i

T

(b)

T o define a generalization of vectors and matrices like R-: a possible way is:

T[R] [fi[i],6[j],7C[T]]

(c) To multiply two matrices A and B one can simply write A.B

(d) To differentiate or to integrate a matrix A with respect to a variable x, one can
write:

D[A,x], Or Integrate[A, {x,0,x}]

(e) To simplify the expression of a function one uses Simplify for algebraic
simplification and TrigLinear for trigonometric simplification.

(f) To replace real numbers in expression (expr) that are close to zero by the exact
integer 0, one can simply write:
Chop[expr]

(g) To eliminate insignificant terms (x2) one can simply write:
2
xfree[e_]:= FreeQJe, x ],

2
Select[expr, x ]

With user inputs, such as the number of links and modes, the center of mass and the
gravitationalfieldvectors, transformation matrices and their derivatives are generated.
All coefficient matrices are also generated based on selected m o d e shapes. The
recursive expressions j F h , JPfa, J 0 h , Q and P. required for R and J matrices can then
be derived. Substituting them into Eq.3.53 results in the dynamic model which
usually takes a very complicated form. T h e flowchart showing the automatic
derivation of dynamic equations for aflexiblemanipulator is given in Fig. 4.4. B y
using the available mathematical simplification processes, the model is reduced to a
m u c h simpler form. Relatively less significant terms, such as the second order terms
of deflection are then automatically neglected. The derivation of dynamic equations of
motion forflexiblemanipulators are presented as illustrative examples and simplified
forms are compared with therigidcase.

4.4 EXAMPLES

Two examples are presented for flexible manipulators. Mode shapes are chosen from
analytical solution of the Euler-Bernoulli beam eigenfunction analysis. O n e should be
able to simulate the effect of different m o d e shapes on the system behavior easily. For
simplicity, the terms including the squares of deflections are neglected, as they are
considerably smaller compared with other terms. The effect of different m o d e shapes
on the system is considered.

4.4.1 Example 1: One Link Flexible Manipulator

In this example, for the sake of simplicity, we deal with a single link with a weight
attached to the end of the link. The actuator is located at joint to drive the flexible arm.
The derived equations are lengthy but after the mathematical simplification process, the
expression of dynamic equations for aflexiblemanipulator for Simply Supported,
Clamp-Clamp, and Clamp-Free are given as follows:

Simplv-Supported Mode Shapes

Fl = 0.31831*DDQll*Ll*m-0.159155*DDQ12*Ll*m+DQl*DQll*Qll*m +
DQl*DQ12*Q12*m + DDQl*(Ll**2*Mp + Ll**2*m/3) +
Ll*Mp*gx*Cos(Ql) + Ll*gx*m*Cos(Ql)/2 -0.31831*Qll*gx*m*Sin(Ql)
0=

48.7045*EI*Q11/L1**3 + 0.5*DDQll*m +0.31831*DDQl*Ll*m 0.5*DQl**2*Qll*m + 0.31831*gx*m*Cos(Ql)

0=

779.273*EI*Q12/L1**3 + 0.5*DDQ12*m 0.159155*DDQl*Ll*m - 0.5*DQl**2*Q12*m

Clamp-Clamp Mode Shapes

Fl = 2.07193*DQl*DQll*Qll*m-0.0000483311*DQl*DQ12*Qll*m0.0000483311*DQl*DQll*Q12*m + 1.9969*DQl*DQ12*Q12*m +
DDQ12*(-0.00OOO923383*Ll*Mp -0.189866*Ll*m) +
DDQll*(0.0000844183*Ll*Mp + 0.422851*Ll*m) +
DDQl*(Ll**2*Mp+Ll**2*m/3)+Ll*Mp*gx*Cos(Ql)+Ll*gx*m*Cos(Ql)/2
-0.(XXX)84418*Mp*Qll*gx*Sin(Ql)+0.()0000923383*Mp*Q12*gx*Sin(Ql)0.422842*Q1 l*gx*m*Sin(Ql) +5.87444e-7*Q12*gx*m*Sin(Ql)

0 = 518.531*EI*Q11/L1**3 -0.0101416*EI*Q12/L1**3 + 1.03597*DDQll*m 0.0000241655*DDQ12*m -1.03597*DQl**2*Qll*m +
0.0000241655*DQl**2*Q12*m +DDQl*(0.0000844183*Ll*Mp +
0.42285 l*Ll*m) +0.0000844183*Mp*gx*Cos(Ql) +
0.422842*gx*m*Cos(Ql)

0=

-0.0101416*EI*Q11/L1**3 +
0.0000241655*DDQll*m + 0.998449*DDQ12*m +
0.0000241655*DQl**2*Qll*m -0.998449*DQl**2*Q12*m +
DDQl*(-0.O0OOO923383*Ll*Mp - 0.189866*Ll*m) 0.00000923383*Mp*gx*Cos(Ql) - 5.87444e-7*gx*m*Cos(Ql)

Clamp-Free Mode Shapes

Fl = 18.1623*DQ1*DQ11*Q1 l*m +212.922*DQ1*DQ12*Q1 l*m +
212.922*DQl*DQll*Q12*m +2592.6*DQl*DQ12*Q12*m +
DDQ12*(-109.326*Ll*Mp - 18.4985*Ll*m) +
DDQll*(-7.18447*Ll*Mp-1.661 ll*Ll*m) +
DDQl*(Ll**2*Mp + Ll**2*m/3) +
Ll*Mp*gx*Cos(Ql)+Ll*gx*m*Cos(Ql)/2+7.18447*Mp*Qll*gx*Sin(Ql)+
109.326*Mp*Q12*gx*Sin(Ql) +1.08676*Qll*gx*m*Sin(Ql) +
11.4263*Q12*gx*m*Sin(Ql)

0 = 330.521*EI*Q11/L1**3 +11599.8*EI*Q12/L1**3 +9.08116*DDQll*m +
106.461*DDQ12*m -9.08116*DQl**2*Qll*m -106.461*DQl**2*Q12*m +
DDQl*(-7.18447*Ll*Mp - 1.661 ll*Ll*m) -7.18447*Mp*gx*Cos(Ql) 1.08676*gx*m*Cos(Ql)

0 = 11599.8*EI*Q11/L1**3 +584988.*EI*Q12/L1**3 + 106.461*DDQll*m +
1296.3*DDQ12*m - 106.461*DQl**2*Qll*m -1296.3*DQl**2*Q12*m +
DDQl*(-109.326*Ll*Mp - 18.4985*Ll*m) -109.326*Mp*gx*Cos(Ql) 11.4263*gx*m*Cos(Ql)

where, Q. = q., DQ. = q., DDQ. = q., Q.. = q.., Dq.. = qy, and DDq.. = q...

Neglecting the terms including deflections, the above equation are the same as those
that would be obtained from a manual derivation process forrigidcase. Appendix B
presents mathematical formulas in algebraic form using M A T H E M A T I C A .

4.4.2 Example 2: T w o Link Flexible Manipulator

By using the computational procedure as mentioned before, the actuator torque can be
obtained automatically. The equations of motion which are extremely lengthy have
been derived successfully without any simplifications first. The number of terms for
each matrix are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Number of terms
Length
[R] =
1) Simply
Supported

43
43
63
55

2) ClampClamp

42
23
23
19

3) Clamp-

81

Free

62
61
55

Length

Length*
1

[J] =

10 10 5
10 4 2
5 2 2
8 6 2
12 10 6
10 2 4
6 4 2
10 6 2
16 16 6
16 4 10
6 10 6
18 12 7

These are the number of terms in numerator only.

8
6
2
2
10
6
2
2
18
12
7
2

[J ] =
54 111 120 85

Length*

[J'R] =

120 188 175 171
85 146 169 65

8071
10585
11792
8901

51 90 91 66

2660

91 106 158 117

4232

91 160 160 122

4819
3144

112 128 188 145

67 119 110 52
484 560 624 499
558 525 723 500
623 722 457 598
493 501 594 245

N/A

72
Table 4.4 Number of terms

Length

Length

[R] =
8

[J] =
7 7 55

1

9 25 28 20

Length
[J^R] =
140

8

7 2 23

25 33 52 40

338

6

5 2 21

28 52 30 39

250

6

5 3 11

20 40 39 13

230

27 44 40 24

163
322
229

Length
1) Simply
Supported

2) ClampClamp

3) ClampFree

11

8 8
8 2
6 8
10 6

9

8 8 6 10

109 114 121 62

498

9

8 2 8 6

114 118 126 75

743

7
11

6 8 6 6

121 126 59 62

10 6 6 1

62 75 62 18

497
420

9
9
7

6
8
6
6

10
6
6
1

[J ] =

44 46 58 42
40 58 53 25
24 42 25 11

215

The denominator terms for Simply Supported, Clamp-Clamp and Clamp-Free cases
are 483, 272 and 2430, respectively. Employing the simplification process, the
number of terms are listed in Table 4.4.

By using the computational procedure listed in the flowchart (Fig. 4.4) the
torque can be obtained automatically. Employing the mathematical simplification
process; and by letting m 1 = m 2 = m, lx = 12= L, m. = 1, and (EI)X = (EI)2 = 2.04, the
equations become much simpler as shown in the following:
Fl= 1.5*gx*m*Cos(Ql)+0.5*L*g*m*Cos(Ql+ Q2) L**3*^*Sin(Q2)*DQl*DQ2-0.5*L**2*^i*Sin(Q2)*DQ2**2+
3.146*L**2*^*Sin(Q2)*DQl*DQll+3.146*L**2*^*Sin(Q2)*DQ2*DQll1.274*L**2*^*Sin(Q2)*DQl*DQ21-1.274*L**2*^l*Sin(Q2)*DQ2*DQ21+

4*L*n*Sin(Q2)*DQl 1*DQ21- 0.3186*L*gx*n*Sin(Ql)*Qll+
1.571*gx*m*Sin(Ql+ Q2)*Q11+ 3.142*L**2*^*Cos(Q2)*DQl*DQ2*Qll+

1.571*L**2*^*Cos(Q2)*DQ2**2*Ql l+7.578*L*n*DQl*DQl 1*Q11+
6.578*L*^*DQ2*DQll*Qll+4*L*^*Cos(Q2)*DQl*DQ21*Qll+
4*L*^i*Cos*(Q2)*DQ2*DQ21*Ql l+6.284*u\*DQl 1*DQ21*Q11+
DDQ21*(0.318*L**2*^t+0.637 L**2*^*Cos(Q2)+2*L*^*Sin(Q2)*Qll)
-0.318*L*gx*^t*Sin(Ql+Q2)*Q21-1.273L**2*^*Cos(Q2)*DQl*DQ2*Q210.637*L**2*^*Cos(Q2)*DQ2**2*Q21+
4*L*n*Cos(Q2)*DQl*DQl 1+Q21+ 4*L*n*Cos(Q2)*DQ2*DQl 1*Q21+
L*M.*DQl*DQ21*Q21+L*n*DQ2*DQ21*Q21-3.142*^*DQll*DQ21*Q21
+DDQll*(-0.729*L**2*^-1.571*L**2*^t*Cos(Q2)
+2*L*^i*Sin(Q2)*Q21)+ DDQ1*(1.665 L**3*n+ L**3*n*Cos(Q2)+
3.142*L**2*^*Sin(Q2)*Ql 1- 1.273*L**2*^t*Sin(Q2)*Q21)+
DDQ2*(0.333*L**3*n+0.5*L**3*u\*Cos(Q2)+
1.571*L**3*^*Sin(Q2)*Ql 1- 0.637*L**3*n*Sin(Q2)**Q21)

F2= 0.5 L**3*gx*m*Cos(Ql+ Q2) + 0.5*L**2*n*Sin(Q2)DQl1.047 L**2*n*DDQll+ 0.318 L**2*|i*DDQ21+
1.571*gx*m*Sin(Ql+ Q2)*Q11- 1.571*L**2*^*Cos(Q2)*DQl**2*Qll+
6.58*L*^*DQ1*DQ11*Q11+6.578*L*^*DQ2*DQ11*Q11+
6.283*|i*DQll*DQ21*Qll+DDQ2*(0.333*L**2*|i+3.29*L**2*^*Qll)0.318*L*gx*^t*Sin(Ql+Q2)*Q21+0.637*L**2*^*Cos(Q2)*DQl**2*Q21+
L*n*DQl*DQ21*Q21+L*^t*DQ2*DQ21*Q213.142*,u*DQll*DQ21*Q21+DDQl*(0.333*L**3*^+0.5*L**3*M.*Cos(Q2)
+1.571*L**2*^*Sin(Q2)*Ql-0.637*L**2*^*Sin(Q2)*Q21)

If we assume that there is no deformation and both links are rigid, the.se
be the same as those which would be obtained from a manual derivation process, or
Asada, as follows:

Fl=

1.5*L*gx*m*Cos(Ql)+ 0.5*L*gx*m*Cos(Ql+ Q2)-

L**3*n*Sin(Q2)*DQl*DQ2-0.5*L**3*^t*Sin(Q2)*DQ2**2+
DDQ1*(1.665 L**3*^t+ L**3*u\*Cos(Q2))+
DDQ2*(0.333*L**3*u\+ 0.5 L * * 3 * M * C O S ( Q 2 ) )

F2= 0.5*L**3*gx*m*Cos(Ql^Q2)+ 0.5*L**3*n*Sin(Q2)*DQl
DDQ2*0.333*L**3*^+DDQl*(0.333*L**3*^i+0.5*L**3*n*Cos(Q2))

4.5 DISCUSSION

By deriving the dynamic equations symbolically, insight into the dynamics of a
flexible manipulator can be achieved in two ways; the first one is examining the terms
of the dynamic equations. T o illustrate the creation of insight from the expression of
dynamic equations, take the equation of link 2 of the two linkflexiblemanipulator
listed in the previous section as an example. B y examining this equation, it can be
seen that the actuating force of link 2 is equal to the sum of the self-inertial force
associated with the acceleration of joint 2, the Coriolis force associated with the
simultaneous velocities of joints 1 and 2, the gravitational loadings of link 2, and the
coupling-inertial force associated with the accelerations of joint 1. The other terms
indicate the significant coupling between deflection variables on joint variables. The
second w a y is by using the dynamic equations to simulate individual force
components. B y simulating individual force components including the couplinginertial, gravitational force, self-inertial, velocity-related, and vibratory motion, further
insight into the dynamics of a flexible manipulator can be created.

Another merit of expanding the vector/matrix equations of motion is that, if most
manipulator links are symmetric in geometry, the resultant equations are more
computationally efficient than that of the efficient recursive Newton-Euler formulation
in vector/matrix form. In this case, many of the matrix elements are either zero or one
and the operations involving these elements are greatly simplified. O n the other hand,

symbolic derivation imposes a greater demand on computer m e m o r y space during the
equation derivation process. Thus, it is necessary to store most of the intermediate
terms including the recursive expressions and remove insignificant terms at each
intermediate stage.

The derivation of dynamic equations involves a large number of symbolic operations.
n

2

For the inertia matrix J, it requires the calculation of n^ terms, where n = n + X m..
1

i=l *

Because the inertia matrix J is symmetric, it reduces the number of distinct terms to
nt(nt+l)/2. Since n t can be quite large for practical manipulator arms, it is important to
reduce the coefficient of the squared term as m u c h as possible. D u e to their short or
even zero length, it is possible for some links to be essentially rigid. Thus, m a n y of
the terms derived above are not needed for these links.

Another improvement to the efficiency can be made by using the recursive expressions
J

F fa , JF*h, J 0 h , Q . and P.. For instance, J F h is needed only if the link corresponding to

the variable link h is flexible. A further improvement to the efficiency can be obtained
by performing the trace operation on the elements of J and R in the dynamic
equations. This can be done by evaluating only the diagonal elements of the product
matrix, instead of multiplying the two matrices explicitly. In the present method, other
than the multiplication of each of the two matrices explicitly, the unnecessary operation
parts which quickly reach a zero value are eliminated. Especially, in the computation
of -"F., J F \ , J 0 . , Q . and P. using matrices, m a n y terms are computed which
eventually are dropped, since at the end of a chain of matrix multiplications they
exhibit high order of deformation.

CHAPTER 5

CHAPTER 5
DYNAMIC SIMULATION FOR FLEXIBLE
MANIPULATORS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic simulations of the flexible manipulators are investigated in this chapter. In
general, there are two reasons for dynamic simulations. O n e is to study a system
before it is actually built. For that purpose, the model should be as accurate and
detailed as possible to closely represent the actual system, so that the predicted
behavior will be close to the actual behavior of the real system. The second reason is
to validate the result of symbolic expanded form of dynamic equations. B y simulating
dynamic equations, further insight on the dynamic equations of the flexible
manipulators can be created.

Several approaches are proposed in the literature for modeling and simulation of the
flexible manipulator. O n e c o m m o n denominator is the adoption of the Lagrangian
technique which yields closed-form expressions of all dynamic terms. Sunada and
D o b o w s k y [22] employed the 4 x 4 transformations matrices including the effects of
flexibility to describe the kinematics of the flexible arm motion. The small motion was
superimposed on an assumed nominal large motion to include the effects of flexibility.
The authors utilized the Finite Element Method to obtain linear ordinary differential
equations of motion, and then applied Component M o d e Synthesis to reduce the order
of the equation.

Chang and Hamilton [28], obtained two sets of coupled nonlinear ordinary second
order differential equations by applying the Finite Element technique and Lagrange's
dynamics. These equations consisted of two .sets, one for large motion and the other
for small motion. T h e set of equation for small motion w a s linear in its variables and
nonlinear in the large motion variables. The authors utilized the Sequential Integration
Method to solve the problem of theflexiblemanipulators.

The result of symbolic expanded form of dynamic equation became a set of nonlinear
coupled second order ordinary differential equations with the system motion
completely described including large motion, small motion, and their interactions.
Runge-Kutta method is employed to solve nonlinear dynamic equations. Simulation
studies are carried out to investigate the validity of the derived equations. For further
investigation simulation results are compared with different approaches and rigid case.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, the direct dynamics of the system
based on the recursive Lagrangian assumed modes is presented while the inverse
dynamic equations is developed in section 5.3. Finally, case studies are presented.
Simulation results are compared with non-recursive and finite element approaches as
well asrigidcase. Then, the results of inverse dynamic simulation are carried out.

5.2 DIRECT DYNAMICS

Direct dynamics include direct kinetics and direct kinematics. The dynamic behavior is
described in terms of the time rate of change of the arm configuration in relation to the
joint torques exerted by the actuators. This relationship can be expressed by a set of
differential equations that govern the dynamic response of the arm linkage to input
joint torques. T h e mathematical models for direct kinetics and direct kinematics are
written as follows:

1. Direct kinetics

n

mh

g»fl-+&&'>**-•
n

X?/jhXA
h=l "* "

(5.1)

2 I j ^ i k = Rjf

(5.2)

mh

+1

J

*1

h=l k=l

By using Lagrange's equations of motion, the direct dynamic equation of a flexible
manipulator is obtained with generalized coordinates.

2. Direct kinematics

hi = W.ih. (5.3)

h^W/h. + W/h. (5.4)

h. =W.ih.+2W.ili.+W.iii. (5.5)
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

\

"/

The direct kinematics problem consists of finding the position and orientation
end effector in Cartesian space given the joint coordinates in joint space.

By using available code within MATHEMATICA, the Runge-Kutta method is used to
solve the equations of motion. Therefore, the system responses including large

motion and small motion are obtained for given input torques. Then, direct kinem

are solved by plugging the variables of large motion and small motion into kine

equations. Subsequently, it gives solution for position, velocity, and accelerat
the end effector.

5.3

INVERSE

DYNAMICS

Inverse dynamics which include inverse kinetics and inverse kinematics are to obtain
the actuator torques for a given dynamic arbitrary trajectory of the end effector. The
system response, such as deformations when the end effector is moving along an
arbitrary dynamic trajectory, can be obtained. The mathematical models for inverse
kinematics and inverse kinetics can be given in the form:

1. Inverse kinetics

Since the inputs for inverse kinetics are the desired trajectories, described
functions. The outputs are the joint torques to be applied at each instant by the
actuators in order to follow the specified trajectories, and are obtained as follows:

R =

i „? 1 , iA + h 5 l k ? 1 V% k

(s-«

V ^ . A + s , zh*A-

<«>

2. Inverse kinematics

Since the inverse kinematics problem consists of finding the joint coordinate
position and orientation of the end effector in Cartesian space, the infinitesimal
translation and rotation of the end effector d X and d<& , and their derivatives are
e

e

expressed as:

dp = [dX e d<fr/

and p = [Ve 0 3 /

(5.8)

O n the other hand, dp can be written in terms of the differential changes in joint
variables as well as the differential changes in displacements at the free end of the end
link, due to link deformations, as:

dp = Jr dqr + Jf dqf and p = J. qr + Jfqf (5.9)

The manipulator Jacobians associated with joint rotations and link deflections J and J
are calculatedfirstwhile by differentiating once more, one can obtain:

P = Jrqr + Jfqf + Jrqr + Jfqf (5.10)

or

Jrqr + Jfqf = p-Jrqr-ifqf

The above kinematic expression is essential while not adequate for solving all the
generalized coordinates for given p, p, and p. T o obtain precise solutions for
generalized coordinates, Eq.5.10 must be solved simultaneously with the deflection
equations Eq.5.2. T h e equations, however, are not only highly coupled and
nonlinear, but also so lengthy that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to expand
them manually even for a lower degree of freedom manipulator with a lower number
of m o d e s assumed.

B y using a symbolic derivation language, such as

M A T H E M A T I C A ® described in the previous chapter, symbolic derivation and
deductions can be carried out automatically before the equations are numerically solved
such that relatively insignificant terms viz,, second order deformations can be
examined and subsequently neglected with relative ease.

During this process, we can investigate the end effector deflection, the torque joints
and natural frequencies, which are all very useful for numerical solution of the

Dynamic Load Carrying Capacity ( D L C C ) problem offlexiblemanipulators. In the
numerical solution, w e will take a planar manipulator as examples to show the
numerical results from dynamic simulation. First, the results of one-linkflexibleare
presented. Then, the results of two-linkflexibleare shown.

5.4. SIMULATION STUDY

5.4.1 One Link Flexible Manipulator

The derived dynamic equations are applied to a one-link planar flexible manipulator
(Fig. 4.1). First, w e simulate the open loop system response where theflexiblelink is
hanging freely under gravity with no torque applied at joints to the following initial
condition q t (0) = -95°, q n ( 0 ) = 0, and q 12 (0) = 0. T o verify the model, results are
compared with simulation results of the same system with rigid arm (Fig. 5.1a).
Comparison of clamp-clamp and clamp-free cases with rigid case are shown in
Figs. 5.1b and 5.1c.

The modeling method clearly reveals that mode shapes are important parameters of the
system dynamics. However, what assumed m o d e shapes should be used and would it
make an important difference in the system characteristics? Theoretically, the only
constraint on the assumed m o d e shape is that they must satisfy the geometric boundary
conditions, but not necessarily the natural boundary conditions or the governing
differential equations. The governing differential equations and natural boundary
conditions are results of the functional variation of the Hamiltonian and are
approximately satisfied in any case. Given the fact that there are natural boundary
conditions and which be approximately satisfied even if assumed m o d e shapes do not
satisfy them, a clamp-free m o d e shape would be an appropriate choice for the assumed
modes used in the model. T o satisfy ones curiosity, the model is also simulated for
clamped-clamped m o d e shapes. The reason for faster convergence for clamp-clamp
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than clamp-free is that clamp-clamp m o d e shape results in a stiffer system. Clampclamp mode shape and clamp-free mode shape responses of flexible system are shown
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
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Fig. 5.4a. Comparison of theflexibleresponses (different EI)
Table. 5.1a Simply Supported
Flexural rigidity
EI
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Theoretical
CO

Simulation
CO

n

19.8934
28.1335
34.4563
39.7868
44.4830
48.7286
52.6329

n

19.8366
28.0744
34.4007
39.7278
44.4223
48.7390
52.6213

The theoretical natural frequency of the system can be calculated from Eq.4.5.
Simulations also indicate a close match between theoretical natural frequency value
Eq.4.5 and the expected results (Figs. 5.4a, 5.4b, 5.4c). The comparison of
theoretical values and simulations are listed in Table 5.1a, 5.1b, and 5.1c, for simply
supported, clamp-clamp, and clamp-free cases. In addition to that, for the case where
the robot becomes morerigid,that is when EI becomes larger, the natural frequencies
are increased as shown in Figs. 5.4a, 5.4b, 5.4c.
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Fig. 5.4b. Comparison of the flexible responses (different EI)
Table. 5.1b Clamp-Clamp
Flexural rigidity

EI
0.54
1.04
1.54
2.04
2.54
3.04
3.54

Theoretical
CO

Simulation
CO

n

23.4322
32.5187
39.5710
45.5440
50.8198
55.5972
59.9954

n

23.4301
32.4992
39.5285
45.5234
50.8422
55.6214
59.8901

Likewise, when different mode shapes are selected, the natural frequency follows that
of 6. listed in Table 4.1. In Appendix C the algorithm is described which was
implemented in the MATHEMATICA to solve the dynamical equations describing a
given one-link flexible manipulator.

Time (s)
Fig. 5.4c Comparison of the flexible responses (different EI)
Table. 5.1c Clamp- Free
Flexural rigidity

EI
0.29
0.59
0.89
1.19
1.49
1.79
2.09

Theoretical
CO

Simulation
CO

n

2.69862
3.84192
4.72757
5.46659
6.11696
6.70454
7.24462

n

3.26099
4.64444
5.70296
6.59568
7.38135
8.90864
8.74296
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5.4.2

Two-link Flexible Manipulator

T o compute the dynamic equations, the bending deflections of links can be
approximated by simply supported or clamp-clamp or clamp-free m o d e shapes for
each link. In order to use different sets of m o d e shapes rather than the selected one,
the necessary change required in the model is to re-evaluate C , C , C.,, K.. terms
with new m o d e shapes. A solution of the flexible motions is assumed to be a linear
combination of m o d e shapes which satisfy the essential boundary conditions for the
reference frame used. For simplicity, the terms including the squares of deflections
can be neglected, since they are considerably small when compared with other terms.
T o preliminary assess the validity of the model, the following two tests were
performed.
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Fig. 5.5. Comparison of joint responses with finite element approach

Firstly, the response of the system to initial conditions; q x (0) = -90°, q (0) = -5°,
Tt = T2 = 0 the same as [89], was simulated. The response of the system was in
agreement with reported in [89] as shown in Fig. 5.5. The result reported in ref [89]
doesn't affect two much for the large motion responses. The major difference lies in

flexural rigidity. Reducing flexural rigidity increases the oscillation of the system
The responses of the system show change of state as expected.

In addition to that, the responses of the system with large elastic constant are in g
agreement with the harmonic motion of an inelastic bar hanging freely under gravity.
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Fig. 5.6. Comparison of end point deflection in X and Y directions with finite
element approach

Furthermore, the responses of the end effector in X and Y direction are also shown in
Fig. 5.6. The end effector trajectory in global coordinate is shown in Fig. 5.7. The
flexible responses of the system are depicted in Fig. 5.8.
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5.8. Flexible response of the system

Secondly, model verification can be performed by comparing the responses of
recursive model with those of the non-recursive form of the dynamic model [82]. The
response of system was in agreement with them. W e can simulate the open loop
system response to the following condition qt(0) = -1.75, q2(0) = -0.5, x. = x. = 0,
and all other variables set equal to zero. The initial conditions are illustrated in
Fig. 5.9. Clearly, as the flexuralrigidityof the links increases, joint variable
responses of flexible model should converge to that of rigid model responses.
Figure 5.10 evidently shows that joint variable responses converge to that of the rigid
arm case. Theflexibleresponses of the system are shown in Fig. 5.11.

Several additional simulations of the system were performed to study the transient
behavior of the flexible manipulator system.

Link 2

Fig. 5.9. Initial conditions for the simulations
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Joint torques were not considered in the previous examples and the torque pattern to
be exerted by the actuator which may be represented by the following equations:

0.2 (-13.3 t 2 + 13.8t) 0 < t < 1
i 1 = -2x 2 =

(5.11)
0.2 (0.5)

1 < t< 3

as illustrated in Fig. 5.12. T o define this function in M A T H E M A T I C A , one can
simply refer to Appendix C. This command torque was computed by solving a rigid

link inverse dynamics problem, where the arm link is assumed to be completely rigid
Figures. 5.13 and 5.14 show the response of the flexible arm when the torque
commands in Fig. 5.12 are applied. The response was computed by solving the

forward dynamics problem using the exact model. Note that the joint velocities in th

Figure 5.13 refers to that of the rigid link with a dotted line. Consequently, the j

responses for the flexible link model are significantly different from the rigid li
model, particularly at the end of motion. To verify the model, the results are
compared with that of the same system but with rigid hnks as Fig. 5.13 illustrates.
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By using the computational procedure listed in the flowchart (Fig. 5.15) the actuator
torque can be obtained numerically for a given dynamic trajectory. The responses of
the flexible system for a given trajectory (Fig. 5.16) are shown in Fig. 5.17. Joint
torques required to track the desired trajectory can be computed by substituting
generalized coordinates into joint equations. Comparisons of the flexible torques of
the system with rigid torques are shown in Fig. 5.18. The dotted lines in Fig. 5.18

show the actuator torques for rigid link arm, while the actuator torques computed for
the flexible link model are significantly different from the rigid link model. These
results are required for determining dynamic load carrying capacity (DLCC) for a
flexible manipulator as will be described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

CHAPTER 6
DYNAMIC LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY OF FLEXIBLE
LINK MANIPULATORS

6.1

INTRODUCTION

The load carrying capacity of a robot manipulator is often defined as the maximum
payload that the manipulator can repeatedly lift in its fully extended configuration [90].
While determining its dynamic load carrying capacity ( D L C C ) w e must take into
consideration the inertia effect of the load along a desired trajectory (positions,
velocities and accelerations) as well as the manipulator dynamics itself. It has been
shown that if therigidbody assumption is used, D L C C of a manipulator is primarily
constrained by the joint actuator torque characteristics [90-91]. W a n g and Ravani [91]
presented a method based on superposition of the dynamics of the load and the
manipulator, where a typical speed-torque characteristics for D C motors was assumed
and an allowable load is calculated for each of the m points digitized along the trajectory. The m a x i m u m load is then the m i n i m u m value of these allowable loads. T h e
robot will be able to carry an object and m o v e along the trajectory as long as its mass
and m o m e n t of inertia are not greater than the "maximum load" for that trajectory.
Thomas et al. [90] have used the concept of D L C C as a design criteria for sizing the
actuators for robot manipulators.

With the ever increasing demand on higher productivity, using existing robots at
higher speeds and designing robots with lighter weight have been recognized as a
viable solution. However, under either case the assumption of rigidity is challenged.

Inevitable link deflections and oscillations at a higher speed undermine the theoretical
foundation of the rigid body kinematics and dynamics. The limitations of the rigid
link assumption in the formulation and analysis of flexible manipulator dynamics were
investigated extensively, resulting a number of formulations without imposing the
rigid body assumption [19-55]. Recursive or non-recursive Lagrangian assumed
m o d e [18], [85], generalized Newton-Euler [14], and Lagrangian using Rayleigh-Ritz
[92] methods are examples. It can be observed as noted by Rakhsha [30], from the
dynamic equations of a flexible robot that the effect offlexibilityappears as an internal
disturbance torque acting on therigidbody motion of the system.

By relaxing the rigid body assumption, the DLCC determined under the actuator
constraint alone [91] becomes inadequate. The " m a x i m u m load" so determined is
adequate for the size of actuators, but does not guarantee h o w precisely the robot can
track the given trajectory under such a load. A s a result, the " m a x i m u m load" so
determined as well as the resultant end effector deflection or oscillation at a higher
speed m a y prove too large to accept for applications requiring precision tracking. It is
apparent that aflexiblemanipulator is expected to have the capability to follow a given
trajectory in such applications, in spite of its flexibility. Therefore, an additional
constraint must be imposed w h e n D L C C is to be determined forflexiblemanipulators.
T h e constraint should account for the main difference between rigid and flexible
manipulators, that is, the flexibility characteristics inevitably exhibited w h e n executing
a dynamic trajectory.

This chapter presents a new method of determining DLCC for flexible manipulators
subject to both actuator and end effector deflection constraints. First, end effector
deflection and joint actuator torque constraints are presented for a given dynamic
trajectory. A strategy of determining D L C C subject to both constraints is then
described where a series of spherical bounds centered at the desired trajectory is used
in the end effector oscillation constraint, while a typical D C motor speed-torque

characteristics curve is used in the actuator constraint. Dependence of both the
magnitude and frequency characteristics of the end effector oscillation on load is
accounted for. A general computational procedure is presented for D L C C of multiplelink manipulators for any given dynamic trajectory. Finally, a numerical example
involving a two-link flexible manipulator by using the method is presented and the
results are discussed.

6.2 DLCC FOR A GIVEN TRAJECTORY

Given a dynamic trajectory (positions, velocities and accelerations), the DLCC of a
flexible manipulator is defined as the m a x i m u m load (mass and m o m e n t of inertia) that
the manipulator can carry in executing the trajectory with an acceptable tracking
accuracy. T h e emphasis on the tracking accuracy is due to the relaxation of rigid body
assumption and also due to the fact that the main contributor to the end effector
deflection or oscillation is the linkflexibility.This consideration can be accounted for
in D L C C determination by introducing a constraint on end effector deflection, in
addition to the joint torque capacity constraint often imposed alone for rigid
manipulators. Otherwise, deflection of the robot at its end effector can cause
excessive deviations from the given trajectory, even though the joint torque constraint
is not violated.

6.2.1 End Effector Deflection Constraint

Deflection at end effector could be attributed to both static and dynamic factors, suc
as, linkflexibility,joint clearance, manipulator and load inertia. These factors are
configuration dependent or motion dependent and for this, D L C C varies from place to
place on a given dynamic trajectory. A constraint should be imposed in such a w a y
that the worst case, which corresponds to the least D L C C , is used to determine the
m a x i m u m allowable load.

A given trajectory is first digitized into m points. N o load defection (Def ). and
defection with added end effector mass (Def ). are calculated for j = 1, 2, ..., m ,
using the computational procedure outlined in the next section. As seen in Fig. 6.1,
the additional mass at the end effector changes both the magnitude and the direction of
the deflection. But as long as the magnitude of the deflection is less than or equal to
an allowable value, the robot is considered to remain capable of executing the given
trajectory. In other words, only the magnitude of the deflections (Def ). and (Def).
need to be considered with in this context.

(Defe)j

• Given trajectory

.-'j+i

Def„ - N o load deflection
Def e - A d d end effector mass
Defj - Full load deflection

Fig. 6.1. The spherical boundary on end effector deflections

This prompted the use of a spherical boundary of radius R p as the end effector
deflection constraint and the sphere is centered at the desired position on the given
trajectory. Although (Def). and (Def,). are generally vectors of different directions,

the magnitude increase due to the added mass at the end effector is linearly related t

the mass [93]. Therefore, the difference between the allowable deflection and the
magnitude of the defection with added end effector mass at point j:

R - (Def).

can be regarded as the remaining amount of end effector deflection which can still be
accommodated at point j of the given trajectory. This remaining amount indicates h o w
much load can be carried through the point j without violating the deflection constraint

What further complicates the formulation is the fact that a load not only affects the
magnitude of deflection but also its frequency, which is evident from Figs. 6.2 and
6.3. A s seen in Fig. 6.2, for an arbitrary trajectory the full load case gives a larger
deflection and lowerfluctuatingrate than the no-load and added end effector mass
cases do.

15

s

N o load deflection
A d d end effector mass
Full load deflection

Fig. 6.2. Dependence of deflection magnitude and frequency on load
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Therefore, it is necessary to introduce the concept of a load coefficient (c ). for point j,
j = 1, 2, ..., m, as follows:

RD - (Peg,
(cP)j= m a x { D e f e } - m a x { D e f n }

(61)

where,

max{Defe} = max{ (Defe)r (Defe)2,..., (DefJJ (6.2)

max{Defn} = maxKDef^, (Defn)2,..., (Defn)m} (6.3)

The rotational deflections can be similarly represented in terms of vectors and thei
magnitudes be compared to a spherical boundary of radius R specified in the hand

coordinate system. A load coefficient for rotation (c ). similar to Eq.6.1 can be de

for each point j, j = 1, 2,..., m. Finally, a load coefficient satisfying both posit
and rotational deflection constraints can be obtained as follows:

(cpr). = min{ (c^, (cr).} j = 1, 2,..., m (6.4)

where,

min{(cp)r (cr).} = min{(cp)r (cr)r (cp)2, (cr)2,..., (cp)m, (cr)ffi} (6.5)

6.2.2 Joint Actuator Torque Constraint

The joint actuator torque constraint was formulated based on the typical torque-spee

characteristics of DC motors [91]. Other actuation systems can be dealt with similar

u,(+>= k

a

rk2q

,(-)_
".--ki-M

(6.6)

(6-7)

where, k x = Xs, k 2 = xJwQ, xs is the stall torque, w Q is m a x i m u m no load speed of the
motor, and u a and u a are the upper and lower bounds of the allowable torque.
Using the computational procedure outlined in the next section, the ith joint torque due
to a n-link manipulator dynamics and the added end effector mass, (x )., i = 1,2, ...,n,
can be computed for each point of the given trajectory. Together with the upper and
lower bounds computed using Eqs.6.6 and 6.7, the upper and lower bounds on
torques available for load can be expressed as:

^+) = (u(a+))i-(xe)i (6.8)

i} = (<\-K\ (6-9)
The maximum allowable torque at joint i is then equal to:

(T^maxfT^,!^} (6.10)

Eqs.6.8 and 6.9 remain valid for flexible manipulators because the linearity betw
the force F acting on the end effector (a load can be modeled as an inertial force on the
tip) and the corresponding joint torques x is preserved, if small deformations are
assumed. This can be shown by using the virtual work principle. The virtual work
done by F and x is given by:

8w = XT5qr+ XT8qf- FTAp = TT8qr + TT8qf- FTJf 8qr- FTJf 8qf (6.11)

where, 8qr, 8 q r J r , and Jf are the infinitesimal changes of the generalized coordinates

and Jacobians corresponding to joint rotations and link deflections respectively, an
Ap is the infinitesimal translation and rotation at the end effector. With further
simplifications, it can be obtained:

8 w = [xT-FTJr

x T -F T J f ]
Sq f

= [^T-FTJg][8qg]

(6.12)

J

where, J = [Jr J f ], and q = [qr qf]

In order for Eq.6.12 to vanish for arbitrary 8q the following must be satisfied:

x=Jg'F

(6.13)

For the same reason given for Eq.6.1, a load coefficient complying with the actuator
torque constraint can be calculated for each point j, j = 1, 2, ..., m, of a given
trajectory as follows:

(xa).
, i = 1, ..., n}
(c ). = min{ : ; ; :
v a/
J
max{x } - m a x { x l

(6.14)

where, X is the no load torque and:

max{x e } = max{(x e ) r (xe)2,..., (x e ) m )

(6.15)

max{x n } = max{(x n ) r (xn)2,... , (x n )J

(5.16)

6.3 DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM LOAD

To ensure that both the end effector deflection and joint torque capacity constraints are
satisfied at each of the m digitized points of a given trajectory, a load coefficient c can
be found from (c ) and (c )., each of which is associated with a constraint as
pr j

aj

follows:

c = minKc^)., (ca)., j=l,..., m} (6.17)

Then, the maximum mass for this trajectory is:

m

ioad

= Cm

e (6-18)

and the maximum principal moment of inertia of the load is:

PioJ=cPJ (6.19)

where, m and [I ] are end effector mass and moment of inertia respectively. The
m a x i m u m load is then specified by the values of both m ] o a d and [Iload]. A s long as the
actual mass and m o m e n t of the inertia of the load are not greater than the "maximum
load" for that trajectory, the actuators are adequate to execute the trajectory within the
allowable end effector deflection.

6.4 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

The computational procedure for determining DLCC is outlined along with flow-chart as
given in Fig. 6.4. The manipulator Jacobians associated with joint rotations and link
deflections J r and J f are calculated first. Then, the inverse kinematic equation is
expressed as:

Start

I
Discretize a Given Trajectory to m Points

I
Compute Jacobian and Assemble Kinematic Equation

I
Select M o d e Shape and Assemble Dynamic Equation

I
Couple Equations 6.21 and Deflection Equation

I
Solve T h e m Without End Effector M a s s and With End
Effector Mass to Find All Generalized Coordinates

i
Calculate xn, xe, Def n & Def e Using Joint Equations, 6.23

I
Calculate Load Coefficient Using Equation 6.17

I
Calculate m l o a d and [Iioad] Using Eqs 6.18 and 6.19

End

6.4. Computational procedure

P = J r qr + J f q f + J r q r + J f q f

(6.20)

J r q r + Jfiif = p - J A - J f q f

(6.21)

or

Equation 6.20 is essential but not adequate for solving all the generalized coordinat
for given p, p, and p. T o obtain precise solutions for generalized coordinates,
Eq.6.21 must be solved simultaneously with the deflection equations (Eq.3.52), with
and without end effector mass. The equations, however, are not only highly coupled
and nonlinear but also so lengthy that it is extremely difficult if not impossible to
expand them manually even for a lower degree of freedom manipulator with a lower
number of modes assumed. B y using a symbolic derivation language, such as
M A T H E M A T I C A ® described in the chapters 4 and 5, symbolic derivation and
deductions can be carried out automatically before the equations are numerically solved
in such a w a y that any relatively insignificant terms including second order
deformations are assessed and subsequently neglected as appropriate.

After all the generalized coordinates are determined by solving Eq.3.52 and Eq.6.21
simultaneously using numerical integration of the nonlinear and coupled system of
equations, the next step is to compute rotational and translational deflections at the end
effector. These are needed for determining the load coefficients associated with the
end effector deflection constraint (c ). for j = 1, 2,..., m (Eq.6.5). The position and
orientation of the end effector assuming flexible links are given by:

B=WA , (6.22)
f

n n+1

v

'

while for rigid links the end effector position and rotation, although there is differ
in joints, are given as follows:

B =W
r

A

.

(6.23a)

nr n+1

such that deformation at the end effector is:

Def = B f - B = ( W
f

r

v

-W
n

)A
nr

.

(6.23b)

n+1

and the elements of Def matrix can be shown as:

1
0T
Def = Def Def
D
p

(6.24)

RJ

To calculate the load coefficients associated with the joint torque capacity constraint

(c ). for j = 1, 2, ..., m (Eq.6.14), the joint equation (Eq.3.51) is used to

and xe given all the generalized coordinates calculated above. Finally, a loa
coefficient satisfying both constraints c is calculated using (Eq.6.17) and

maximum load for the given trajectory is determined in terms of mload and [Ilo

using Eqs.6.18 and 6.19. The procedure outlined here is applicable to any nu
degree of freedom manipulator, any number of deflection modes assumed, and
arbitrary trajectories.

6.5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6.5.1 Simulation Conditions

A simulation study was carried out to further investigate the validity and e
of the method and computational procedure presented above. Computing the

maximum DLCC of a given trajectory is presented for a two-link flexible mani

shown in Fig. 6.5. Only link flexibilities are considered while joint compli

neglected. Mode shapes are chosen from the analytical solution of the Euler-Bernoulli

beam eigenfunction analysis. Gravity effect was ignored in this case study in or

isolate the dynamic flexibility effects. The following system of equations can b
assembled.

.01

"-1'01
/

yi=Xqi,j Yl j

j=1

Load
^ & JI,
^ U a U mUM..ad^
load
End-effector mass m p
•''

777777W
Fig. 6.5. Two-linkflexiblemanipulator model
i)

Kinematic equations

J

rll \ + Jrl2 \

+J

fll^ll + Jfl A l = Rtl

J

r21 \ + Jr22 % + W
^
l
l + Jfl2%l= R t2

where, the expression of JrU, Jrl2, JfU, Jfl2, Jr21, Jr22, Jfll, and Jfl2 are given by:

Jrll = - l1Sin(q1) - yi Cos( qi ) - d 2 - y ^ S i n ^ + q ^ - ( L ^ + y2)Cos(qi+q2)

J

ri2 = _ (12_ y 2 0 ? s i n ^ i + ^ ' ( ¥ 1 + y2)Cos(qiH-q2)

J

r2l = ' ^ C ^ ^ i ) ' y^ 1 1 1 ^) - (!20i+ y2)Sin(q1+q2) + (l2-y201)Cos(q1+q2)

J

r22 = " (1201+ y2)Sin((il+(J2) + <V ?201 )Cos(qi+q2)

J

fii = -Sin<qi)

Jfl2 = -Sin(q1+q2) - 01Cos(q1+q2)

Jf21 = Cos(q1)

lm = Cos(q1+q2) - 01Sin(q1+q2)

Dynamic equations based on Lagrangian assumed mode method

a) Joint equations

J

ll5l+J12^ + JllAl+J121%l = Rl

J

21 \ + J22 \ + J21 Al + J21 Al = R2

b) Deflection equations

^n \ + Jii2 \ + hn Ai + lU2l\l = Rn

*211 ^1 + *212 \ + *211 Al + ^Al = R21

1

The numerical values used in the simulation are listed in the Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Numerical Values for Simulation

Parameter

Value

Unit

Young's Modulus

E t = E 2 = 2.06 x 10 n

N/m2

Area Moment of Inertia

It = l2 = 9.9 x 10 1 2
L x = L 2 = 1.05

m4
m

\ix = \i2 = 4.05 x 10 1
kj = 0.63 & k 2 = 0.18

kg/m

Link Length
Link Linear Mass Density
Actuator Constants
Stall Torque
N o Load Speed
Initial Joint Angles
Mass of End Effector

x =0.63
ws0 = 3.5
qi (0) = 0 & q2(0) = 90

m =0.1

N - m & N-m/rad respectively
N-m
rad/sec
degree

kg

e

6.5.2

Results a n d Discussions

Various desired trajectories were simulated and a simple one is prescribed in its
parametric form as follows:

xd (t) = L - a t2, and yd (t) = L + b t2

where, L is the link length of both links, a = 0.1, b = 0.01, and t ranges from 0 to 3
seconds. Velocities and accelerations are obtained by differentiating the trajectory.
The initial conditions for all the generalized coordinates were taken to be zero except
q2(0) which equals to 90 degrees. Simplicity, is meant to facilitate demonstration of
the features of the method. The trajectory was digitized to 64 points.

First, only the joint actuator torque constraint was imposed in determining DLCC and
a load mi o a d = 0.5 kg was found to be the m a x i m u m load that the given actuators can
carry in executing the trajectory. The load m o m e n t of inertia Iload was not presented
for simplicity. Figure 6.6 shows the time varying torques required to execute the
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Fig. 6.6. Joint torques against torque bounds (m l o a d = 0.5 kg, subject to actuator
torque constraint only)
trajectory against the upper and lower bounds of the available torques which depend
on the joint velocities. It is seen that the load so determined uses the joint 1 to its
maximum extent at about 1.2 seconds while joint 2's bounds are not reached during

the course. This indicates that the load determined by using the method is based on
the "weakest" joint actuator as it should be. However, w h e n the actual trajectory is
plotted in terms of the base coordinates with the prescribed upper and lower bounds
R p = 10 m m in Fig. 6.7, it is apparent that the desired tracking accuracy cannot be
achieved for m l o a d = 0.5 kg, because part of the actual trajectory is outside of the lower
bounds. This clearly demonstrates the need to impose an additional constraint on end
effector deflections w h e n D L C C is determined for flexible manipulators.

150
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x(mm)

900

Fig. 6.7. T h e desired and actual trajectories against deflection bounds (m l o a d = 0.5 kg,
under actuator constraint only)
Both constraints were then imposed in determining the D L C C for the same robot,
trajectory, and end effector deflection requirements. Again, only the mass portion of
the D L C C was calculated for simplicity. A load m l o a d = 0.341 kg was found to be the
m a x i m u m load that can be carried in executing the trajectory while not violating either
of the constraints. The dotted lines in Fig. 6.8 denote the changes in joint angles and
their rate w h e n this load is carried to execute the trajectory, while the ones in Fig. 6.9
the changes in link m o d e shapes and their rate. S h o w n in Fig. 6.10 is the magnitude
of the end effector deflection with such a load compared to the imposed upper and

1

lower bounds. It is seen that all the magnitudes remain within the bounds because the

load was determined subject to both constraints. The actual trajectory is further plot
in terms of the base coordinates in Fig. 6.11, which again shows it is within the
bounds.
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Fig. 6.8. Comparison of joint responses (under both constraints).
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CHAPTER 7

CHAPTER 7
DYNAMIC LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY OF FLEXIBLE
JOINT MANIPULATORS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

For many industrial applications, present day robotic manipulators with joint elasticity
are relatively slow even when they are not fully loaded. Their speed, load carrying
capacity and hence their productivity are limited by the deformation of the end effector
and the capability of their actuators. Increasing actuator size and power is not the
answer, it would be largely self defeating, because of the increased cost and power
consumption of the larger actuators and also because of the increased inertia of the
actuators themselves. A more successful approach should be to maximize the load
carrying capacity of the flexible manipulator subject to the constraints imposed by
actuator capacity and allowable end effector deviation for a given dynamic trajectory.
The subject of this chapter is the m a x i m u m load determination where the trajectory of
the robotic manipulators with joint flexibility is specified.

Works on load carrying capacity problems for manipulators have applications in
advanced trajectory planning, design and selection of robot manipulators. For
instance, T h o m a s et al. [90] have used the load capacity as a criteria for sizing the
actuators at the design stage for robot manipulators. In their study, they have
considered the m a x i m u m load in the neighborhood of a robot configuration while, a
technique was developed to maximize the dynamic load carrying capacity for an entire
trajectory rather than in the neighborhood of the configuration. In this work,
piecewise rigid links and joints were assumed.

If one removes therigidbody assumption, the D L C C determined under the actuator
constraint alone [91] would normally be too large. T h e D L C C so determined is
adequate for the size of actuators, however, it does not guarantee h o w precisely the
robot can track the given trajectory under such a load. T h e resultant end effector
deflection or oscillation at a higher speed m a y prove too large to accept for applications
requiring precision tracking. Therefore, a further constraint should be imposed in
such a w a y that the allowable deviation is to be satisfied for flexible joint
manipulators. T h e constraint should account for the main difference betweenrigidand
flexible joint manipulators.

DLCC for a two-link planar flexible arm has been dealt with for a given dynamic
trajectory in the previous chapter. However, deflection of link is one of the several
sources that produce deflections of the end point. Based on analytical and
experimental results in [67,77], it has been shown that the other source of compliance
is due to joint elasticity (transmissions, reducers, and servo drive system). T h e
limitations of therigidjoint assumption in the dynamic analysis of manipulators were
investigated [69-72]. Jointflexibilitybecomes important as the position of the actuator
(i.e. the angle of the motor shaft) is not uniquely related to the position of the driven
link. For a flexible joint manipulator, however, the inherent flexibility of the
manipulator makes its actual industrial application difficult. In spite of its flexibility, a
flexible joint manipulator should have the capability to follow a predefined end point
trajectory to accomplish the desired task.

This chapter presents a new approach to calculating the "maximum load" based on
actuator and accuracy constraints. Dynamic modeling of a flexible joint manipulator is
briefly reviewed in the following.

Section 7.3 outlines h o w to construct the

formulation of D L C C for a dynamic trajectory imposing both actuator and accuracy
constraints. A series of cubical bounds centered at the desired trajectory is u.sed in the

end effector oscillation constraint, while a typical D C motor speed-torque
characteristics curve is used in the actuator constraint. A computational algorithm is
then presented in section 7.4 that would allow computation of D L C C for any given
dynamic motion of the end effector. The method presented takes a complete account
of the torque (force) speed characteristics of the robot joint actuators as well as the
rotational and positional accuracy requirements for a given trajectory. Finally, a
numerical example involving a two-link manipulator with jointflexibilityby using the
method is presented and discussion of the obtained results completes the chapter.

7.2 DYNAMIC MODEL OF ROBOTS WITH JOINT ELASTICITY

To determine "the maximum load" for a flexible joint robot, proper modeling of
manipulator and load dynamics is a prerequisite. It is assumed that end effector
deflection is primarily caused by joint deflection or oscillation at higher speeds, and
the elasticity at the ith joint can be modeled as a linear torsional spring having the
spring constant kti. Vectors q : = {qv qy ...}, as the link angle and q 2 ={q 2 , q4,...}
as the rotor angle are defined for the multi-linkflexiblejoint manipulator. The
dynamic equations of motion are obtained using a Lagrangian approach as follows:

D(qi) q\ + C(qr q:) q{ + G(qt) + Kt(qr q2) = 0 (7.1)

Jq2 + Kt(q2-qi) = X (7.2)

where, D(q.) is the inertia matrix for the associated rigid system, C(q1,q1) is the
vector of damping, Coriolis and centripetal forces, G ( q t ) is the vector of forces due
to gravity, K = diag[ktl, ..., ktn] is a diagonal matrix of restoring force constants
modeling the joint elasticity, J = diag[Jr ..., JJ is diagonal matrix representing rotor
inertia, and X is the generalized force delivered by the actuator.

7.3

FORMULATION OF THE DLCC FOR A PREDEFINED
TRAJECTORY

For a predefined trajectory, DLCC of a flexible manipulator is defined as the
m a x i m u m load (mass and m o m e n t of inertia) that the manipulator can carry in
performing the trajectory with an acceptable tracking accuracy. In particular, this is
dealt with by introducing a constraint on end effector deflection in addition to the joint
torque capacity constraint often imposed alone forrigidmanipulators.

As explained in chapter 6, the actuator torque constraint based on the joint's veloci
and the torque margin is defined in terms of the typical torque-speed characteristics of
D C motors (Fig. 7.1). The joint actuator torque constraint was imposed in
determining D L C C and the m a x i m u m load that the given actuators can carry in
performing the dynamic trajectory was found. The same principle can be utilized for a
manipulator with joint elasticity.
Speed

i
Wo

Torque

Fig. 7.1. A typical torque/speed curve of a D C motor

Manipulator arms require reasonable accuracy in response to the arm's end point load.
Allowable precision boundaries for a desired trajectory can also be imposed by the
following vector in order to determine the m a x i m u m allowable load:

fallow - \p + ^ p

+

(7.3)

\p

where, R x P , R p, and R z P are components of the cubical boundary in the hand
coordinate system. This cubical boundary is shown in Fig. 7.2 at the given jth point
where having its center on the trajectory. If the cubical boundary at each point is
available, then w e can determine the m a x i m u m load carrying capacity for any given
trajectory subject to the positional accuracy as follows:

Deflink
v

PallowabIe

Defendeffector

,' Given trajectory

- N o load deflection
*^e*end effector - A d d end effector mass

Def,
l
link
Def

ioad

" Ful1 l o a d deflection

Fig. 7.2. T h e cubical boundary on end effector deflections

First, the given end effector trajectory is discretized into m points. Using the
computational procedure outlined in the next section the no load deflection Def.piink

and the deflection due to the end effector Def. pend at each point can be computed
together with the upper boundary on the trajectory using Eq.7.3. The vector
Def. p U n k changes to Def. p e n d due to the end effector mass shown in Fig. 7.2.
Comparing Def. piink with Def. pend , w e see that their magnitude differences can be
used as criteria to determine the "maximum load". Although Def.pr . and Def.p .
are generally vectors of different directions, the magnitude increase due to the added
mass at the end effector is linearly related to the mass [72]. The remaining deflection
of end point at point j is R „ - Def.pend. Therefore, a load coefficient c.p is found
by dividing the remaining deflection by the magnitude of the Def p e n d - Def p U n k .
Thus:
R „
pallow
C

- DefD .
)Pend

tn A\
7 4

=

JP ™ x [ D e f p e n d ] - max[Def pi . nk ]

<-)

The computational algorithm is summarized as follows:

1) Discretize the given trajectory into m points.
2)

For j =1 to m , calculate Def.pUnk and DefPend, using the computational
procedure outlined in the next section.

3)

Find m a x i m u m magnitude of Def piink and Def p e n d (peak points).
R „ -DefD .
.

pallow

|Pend

4)
Find load coefficient from cjp = m a x [ D e f p e n d ] - max[Def p U n k ] •
The allowable rotations can be represented by the same method as formulated for
allowable deflection.

To find DLCC, the trajectory is discretized into m space points. The load coefficient
that can satisfy both constraints by comparing cjActuator with cjAccuracy at point j is:

C

=

min

t C jAccuracy' CjActuator' J = *» ~ » ^

(7

'5)

7.4 C O M P U T A T I O N A L A L G O R I T H M

The computational algorithm for determining the maximum load is outlined in this
section. The infinitesimal translation d X and rotation of the end effector d<& , and
e

e'

their derivatives can be expressed as:

dp = [dXed<De]T and i> = [VeG3e]T (7.6)

On the other hand, dp can be written in terms of the differential changes in joint
variables as well as the differential changes in displacements at the free end of the end
link as:

dp=Jrdq1 and i»=Jrq1 (7.7)

By differentiating once more, the following can be obtained:

P = Jr q\ + Jr k, (7-8)

or

• •

• •

*

*

J^^p-J^

s mm

j-v s

a.9)

The above expression in terms of generalized coordinates is essential for solving the
dynamic equation. A problem that arises in solving the equations of motion is that the
joint torques are unknowns and w e cannot solve the dynamic equation by itself. T o
obtain precise solutions for generalized coordinates, Eq.7.9 must be solved with and
without end effector mass for a given trajectory.

After all, the generalized coordinates are determined by solving Eq.7.9 simultaneously
using numerical integration of the nonlinear and coupled system of equations, the next
step in this section is to compute rotational and translational deformations of the end
effector. This was achieved by using equation Eqs. 6.23 and 6.24. If the continuous
trajectory of the end effector has been discretized into m points along the trajectory, then
by coupling equation Eq.7.9 and the dynamic equation, simultaneous solution of a set of
nonlinear second order differential equations can provide the state variables. The
computational procedure is summarized below:

Step 1: Discretize the given trajectory into m points.
Step 2: Compute the Jacobian matrix and equation (7.9).
Step 3: Derive a Lagrangian dynamic equation (7.1-7.2).
Step 4: Solve the coupled nonlinear differential equations (7.9) and (7.1).
Step 5: Calculate the no load torque from the joint equation.
Step 6: Calculate the no load deflection from equation (7.2).

The above computational algorithm which is used to calculate torque and deformation
due to link can be used to calculate torque and deformation after the imposition of the
end effector mass on the dynamic equation. T h e computational algorithm for
determining D L C C is outlined andflow-chartedin Fig. 7.3.
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Fig. 7.3. Computational algorithm.

Actuator Equation
Find ua<+) and Ua^-)

7.5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

7.5.1 Simulation Model

A simulation test was performed to investigate the validity of the method and
computational algorithm presented previously. A n example of computing the
m a x i m u m D L C C of a given trajectory is presented for a two-link manipulator in
Fig. 7.4. Gravity effect was ignored in this case study in order to isolate the dynamic
flexibility effects. The following system of equations can be written as follows:
i) Kinematic equations

J

rll *1

+ J

rl2 % = Rtl

Fig. 7.4. Two-link Flexible Joint Manipulator Model

(7.10)
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J

r21 "4i+ Jr22 % = R t2

(7.11)

where, the expression of Jfll, Jrl2, Jf21, and Jf22 are given by:

Jrll = - l1Sin(q1) - l2Sin(qi+q3)

Jrl2 = - l2Sin(qi+q3)

(7.12b)

Jr21 = - l1Cos(q1) + l 2 Cos( qi +q 3 )

(7.12c)

Jr22 = l 2 Cos( qi +q 3 )

ii)

(7.12a)

(7.124)

Dynamic equations based on Lagrangian approach is as follows:
D

u '4i+ D i2 % -c ^ -2C qi43+ K M f q 2 > = °

D

22 % + D12 \ + c tf+ K t ^ 3 - <U> = °

(7 13)

-

<7-14>

J q 2 + K t (q 2 -q 2 ) = X 2

(7.15)

J q, + Kt(q4- q 3 ) = X 2

(7.16)

where,
D

u

= mx lcl2 + It + m 2 [lY2 + lc22 + 2 lt lc2Cos(q3)] + 1 , +
+ m p [1^ + 1 2 2 + 2 lj 12 Cos(q3)] + Ip

(7.17a)
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D

22 = m 2 W

D

12 =

C =

m

2Vd

+

V % V + lP

Cos

( % ) + ^iKi

(7.17b)

+1 +

2

m l1l2Cos(q3) + m pL22 + 1p

m 2 \ lc2 Sin(q3) + m \ 12 Sin(q3)

(7.17c)

(7.17d)

The numerical values used in the simulation are listed in the Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Numerical Values for Simulation

Parameter
Spring Constant
Area M o m e n t of Inertia
Link Length
Link Linear Mass Density
Actuator Constants
Stall Torque
N o Load Speed
Initial Joint Angles
Mass of End Effector

Value
k

tl

= k

t2 =

Unit
5

"5

lx = I 2 = 9.9 x 10'12
L x = L 2 = 1.05
Hj = \n2 = 0.405
kj = 0.63 & k 2 = 0.18
x =0.63
ws0 = 3.5
qi (0) = 0 & q 2 ( 0 ) = 90

m =0.1

N/m

m
m
kg/m
N-m & N-m/rad respectively
N-m
rad/pSec
degree

kg

e

7.5.2

Results and Discussions

To check the validity of the model, the following test was performed. The response of
the system to initial conditions; q^O) = -90, q2(0) = 5, %x = x2 = 0 was simulated.
The responses of the system with large spring constant are in good agreement with the
harmonic motion of an rigid bar hanging freely under gravity as shown in Figs. 7.5a,
7.5b, 7.5c, and 7.5d. Furthermore, the responses of the end effector in X and Y
directions are also shown in Figs. 7.5e and 7.5f.
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Fig. 7.5. Comparison of joint responses (under bothrigidand flexible joint
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4

A given trajectory is prescribed in its parametric form as follows:

x d (t) = L - a t2, and y d (t) = L + b t2

where, L is the link length of both links, a = 0.1, b = 0.01, and t ranges from 0 to 3
seconds. Velocities and accelerations are obtained by differentiating the trajectory.
The initial conditions for all the generalized coordinates were taken to be zero except
qi(Q) which equals to 90 degrees. The trajectory was digitized to 60 points.

Since only the joint actuator torque constraint was initially imposed in determining th
D L C C and a load m l o a d = 0.67 kg was obtained to be the m a x i m u m load that the given
actuators can carry in performing the trajectory. Figure 7.6 shows the time varying
torques required to perform the trajectory versus the upper and lower bounds of the
available torques which depend on the joint velocities. It is observed that the load so
determined uses joint 1 to its m a x i m u m extent at about 1.35 seconds while joint 2's
bounds are not reached during the course. This shows that the load determined by
applying the method is based on the "weakest" joint actuator, as it should be.
However, w h e n the actual trajectory is plotted in terms of the base coordinates with
the predefined upper and lower bounds R p = 25 m m in Fig. 7.7, it is evident that the
desired tracking accuracy cannot be achieved for m l o a d = 0.67 kg because part of the
actual trajectory is outside of the lower bounds. This, obviously demonstrates the
need to impose a further constraint on end effector deflections w h e n D L C C is
determined for flexible joint manipulators.
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Both constraints were then imposed in determining the D L C C for the same robot
trajectory, and allowable end effector deflection. A load mload = 0.269 kg was
obtained to be the maximum load that can be carried in performing the dynamic
trajectory, while satisfying either of the constraints. The dotted lines in Fig. 7.8

denote the changes in joint angles and their rate when this load is carried to perform
the dynamic trajectory. Shown in Fig. 7.9 is the magnitude of the end effector
deflection with such a load compared to the imposed upper and lower bounds. It is
observed that all the magnitudes remain within the bounds because the load was

obtained subject to both constraints. The actual trajectory is further plotted in term
the base coordinates in Fig. 7.10 which indicates it is within the bounds.
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CHAPTER 8

CHAPTER 8
OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY OF FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR
USING LOAD OPTIMAL WITH TIME CONSTRAINT

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The models in chapters 6 and 7 have the property that determine the load carrying
capacity of a robot manipulator for a given dynamic trajectory. Although there were
challenges encountered in determining D L C C , the problem was confined to the
solution of m a x i m u m load for two given end positions. Given two end-positions of
the end effector, the problem is to synthesize a dynamic trajectory for the end effector
that would allow carrying the m a x i m u m allowable load between the two endpositions. The goal of optimal trajectory is to find the trajectory X(t) and the input
torque T(t) starting from the initial state X(t.) and arriving at thefinalstate X(tf) with
m a x i m u m load carrying capacity. The problem of synthesizing a point-to-point
dynamic robot trajectories with m a x i m u m load carrying capacity can be formulated as
a trajectory optimization problem using the state representation of dynamic equations.

The time-optimal problem of synthesizing point-to-point robot motion was first
studied by K a h n and Roth [94-95]. They placed torque limitations with constant
upper and lower bounds on the actuators with forces/torques. Vukobratovic et al.
[96-97] applied the method of dynamic programming to solve optimal trajectory
problems which have the path specified, the control forces/torques bounded, and the
travel time given. Bobrow et al. [98] derived a specific technique to solve minimum
time trajectory problems for a manipulator following a prescribed path under statedependent constraints on the control forces/torques. This technique has the merit of

not requiring computer storage of intermediate parameters; however, it cannot be
easily extended to solving optimal trajectory planning for other constraints.

Shin and Mckay [99] applied dynamic programming to optimal trajectory generation.
They represented the path by a unique scalar parameter and rewrote the dynamic
equations in terms of this parameter and its time derivative. The resulting constraints
and costs were also represented by these two parameters. The technique though, is
limited to paths which can be parameterized. Singh and Leu [100] developed an
algorithm based on dynamic programming to synthesize an optimal trajectory of a
manipulator following any arbitrary path under constraints on state-dependent joint
forces/torques and dispalcement-dependent joint velocities.

Wang and Ravani [101] have shown that the problem of synthesizing a point-to-point
dynamic robot motion with optimum load carrying capacity can be formulated as a
trajectory optimization problem. They applied the method of Iterative Linear
Programming (ILP) to solve optimal trajectory problems which have the control
forces/torques bounded, and the travel time given. The ILP method is based on the
so-called "Method of Approximate Programming" ( M A P ) [102-103] which is a
modification of a class of general cutting plane method [104]. This method is
applicable only w h e n the manipulator arm is considered to be rigid. W h e n the
manipulator links are subjected to large accelerations, structuralflexibilitiescan be
excited. This will violate joint constraint, i.e., w e can no longer determine the joint
angles from the distance along the path. Hence the torques derived for the rigid
manipulator will not drive theflexiblemanipulator exactly to the desired final state.

Flexible manipulators present some common and some distinctive characteristics
compared to rigid systems. Along with the general objective of a minimum-time
trajectory subject to torque and/or joint constraints, the elimination of tip vibrations
has been seen as a critical problem in flexible manipulators. A first step in trajectory

planning based in the inverse dynamic solution was presented by Bayo and Paden
[105], where they outlined a comparison between the bang-bang and the Gaussian
acceleration profiles. Recently, Serna and Bayo [106] proposed a trajectory planner
for point-to-point motion based on the solution of the inverse dynamic problem for
flexible manipulators in the frequency domain.

Given two end-positions of the end effector, the trajectory consists of a set of
directions from the initial point to the final point. Not knowing which of those points
the end effector should pass through on an optimal trajectory, w e can determine the
optimal path to, say, maximize load, from each of these points to the final point. W e
argue that, whatever trajectory is chosen, it must be optimal with respect to the
m a x i m u m allowable load. The optimal trajectory determined under the actuator
constraint alone [101] becomes inadequate. The determined " m a x i m u m load" is
adequate for the size of actuators but does not show h o w precisely the robot can reach
to end point under such a load. It is apparent that aflexiblemanipulator is expected to
have the capability to reach the end point in such applications. Therefore, an
additional constraint must be imposed when optimal trajectory is to be determined for
flexible manipulators.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: First, the state space representation o
the dynamic equations of motion is presented and the nonlinear state space dynamic
equations are linearized. A compact form of the linearized space dynamic equations is
derived. Next, the problem of synthesizing optimum robot trajectories is formulated
as a trajectory optimization problem. The trajectories that can carry m a x i m u m load are
synthesized by the numerical solution of the optimization problem. Finally, the ILP
method and the computaional procedure for computing such optimal trajectory are
developed. T h e procedure allows synthesizing point-to-point robot motions with a
specified time and m a x i m u m load carrying capacity. The algorithm takes into account

the complete dynamics equation and generalized coordinates and actuator constraints.
T o evaluate the performance of the proposed method, simulation tests are carried out.

8.2 STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION OF DYNAMIC EQUATION
AND LINEARIZATION

The dynamic model of a robotic arm was formulated in chapter 3 as a second order
system of n t differential equations, where nt is a total number of generalized
coordinates. T o facilitate optimization problem, it is helpful to formulate the equations
of motion as a first-order system of 2nt equations called state equations. In this
section, w e first introduce the state space formulation of the robot dynamic equation.
Then, the nonlinear state space dynamic equations are linearized.

8.2.1 State Space Representation of the Flexible Manipulator Dynamic
Equations

To study how optimization problems can be solved using an ILP method, we rewrite
the dynamic equation as:

Jz = R (8.1)

When a load is carried by the end effector, it can be assumed as a variable and
modeled as a point mass m p , then the dynamic equation can be rewritten as follows:

z = J-lR = f(X(j),T(j),mp) (8.2)

where, Tis an n X 1 vector of the actuator applied torques (forces). By defining the
state vector X = [xy x 2 ] 1 where, x 1 = z and x 2 = z. Equation 8.2 can lead to the
following:

X=
L~2-l

|_f(X(j),T(j),mpp)/ J

(8.3)

Equation 8.3 is the state space representation of the dynamic equation 8.1. X is a
2n ( X 1 vector and f(X(j), T(j), m p ) consists of n t non-linear functions and nt is the
total number of generalized coordinates.

8.2.2 Linearization of the Flexible Manipulator Dynamic Equations

The linearized dynamic equations are needed in order to obtain the numerical solution
to the nonlinear trajectory optimization problem. Assuming the effects of the
flexibilities are small, the nonlinear state space dynamic equations are linearized.
The discretized form of the state space dynamic equation 8.3 becomes:

x(Hi^-x( j)= <I)(X(jXT(jXmp)

(8.4)

L-t.
where, Q = --—i and m is the total number of set points used to discretize the end
m
effector trajectory. Substituting Eq.8.4 into Eq.8.3 leads to:

d>(X(j), T(j), m p ) =

(8.5)

_f(X(j),T(j),mp)J

The nonlinear function f(X(j), T(j), m p ) at the (k+l)th trajectory can be expanded
using the Taylor series about the kth trajectory. After neglecting the higher order
terms, the following equation is obtained also shown in Appendix D:

X(j+1) = [ ^ X(j) + PFTjTfj) + O F m ) . m p + ^

(8.6)

where, the matrices [*Fx]., [¥T]., («Pm)., and ¥. are given in Appendix D. W e can

express X(j+1) as a linear combination of load mp and the control T(j). Equa
then becomes in the following form [101]:

X(j+D = XQ(j+l) + y mp + i [a ]T(i) j = 1, 2,.... m (8.7)
i=l

J

where,

X

^a

= Xa^

(8.8)

X n (j+D = Wx]. XaQ) + ¥.

(8.9)

Y^OPm^

(8.10)

y.= PFx]. y._t + CFmJj

[a..] = [¥x]. [a._2.]

[a..] = PFT].

8.3

(8.11)

(for i < j)

(8.12)

(fori=j)

(8.13)

FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY PROBLEM

WITH MAXIMUM LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY

The problem of synthesizing dynamic robot trajectories with maximum load car
capacities can be formulated as a trajectory optimization problem using the

formulation of the robot dynamic equations. By considering point-to-point mot

with actuator, joint variable and deflection constraints throughout the trajectory, the
complete formulation can be written as one of maximizing:

The D L C C m p

while ensuring that the state space Eq.8.3 are satisfied and where the individual joint
torques are bounded by:

TmJXW) ^ T(t) < Tmax(X(t)) (8.14)

The bounds Tmin(X(t)) and Tmax(X(t)) are assumed to be known functions of the
actuator joint angles and velocities are constants. In addition to constraints on the joint
torques, the initial and final states:

x

i(ti)=xn (8.15)

xx(tf)=xlf (8.16)

must be reached, and it is assumed that:

x2(t.) = x2(tf) = 0 (8.17)

During the motion, the joint displacements and link deflection are also usually
bounded by:

x'^x^O^xj (8.18)

where, xj and x\ are the upper and lower bounds of the generalized coordinates,
respectively. The final constraint is that of the upper bound of the payload which is

the smaller value of the SLCC's (Static Load Carrying Capacity) calculated at the two
end-positions.

The trajectory synthesis problem formulated above is a nonlinear optimization
problem. It is expressed in a form different from a general optimal control problem
where the objective function exhibits an integral form. The objective function consists
of a single variable m p in the above formulation which is not a function of time. This
variable is also a single valued quantity for the entire trajectory. It should be pointed
out that m p is implicitly included in the nonlinear state space dynamic equation.

The above formulation of the trajectory optimization problem considered the load as a
point mass while the load m o m e n t of inertia, Ip, was not presented for simplicity.
This assumption is also consistent with robot manufacturers specification of S L C C of
a manipulator. The formulation can take into account the m o m e n t of inertia of the load
with minor modification. The three principle m o m e n t of inertias of the load can be
treated as independent variables and implicitly included in the robot dynamic
equations. Equation 8.2 then becomes as follows:

z = f(X(j), T(j), mp, Ixxp, Iyyp, Izzp) (8.19)

where, I p, I p, and I

p

are the three principle moment of inertias of the load. The

problem formulation is exactly the same as before with the exception that the objective
function becomes:

Maximize: mp + wx IxxP + wy Iyyp + wz I/zP (8.20)

where, w , w , and w are weighting factors. These factor can be chosen in
x

y

z

accordance with the importance of each of the m o m e n t of inertias.

8.4

SOLUTION TO THE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY PROBLEM
WITH MAXIMUM LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY

Having constructed an appropriate mathematical model, we must choose an
optimization technique to solve the model. The way w e determine an optimal solution
depends, of course, on the form of the objective function and constraints, the nature
and number of variables, the kind of computational facilities available and experience.
The Iterative Linear Programming (ILP) method is based on the strategy of using
results from past evaluations to determine n e w points to evaluate the objective
function. The basic idea of the ILP method is to move from one solution to another,
proceeding in the direction of maximum increase in the objective function.

The ILP method was used to solve the trajectory synthesis problem described above.
The upper bound of the load m p is determined from the S L C C at the two end points.
Since the manipulator must completely stop at the end points, the m a x i m u m D L C C for
the trajectory can not be greater than the S L C C at either one of the two end positions.
This leads to the following inequality:

mp<mp+)=min{msl., mslf} (8.21)

where, m „ and mslf are the SLCC at the initial and final positions, respectively.
The joint torque vector constraints can be expressed as follows:

T(j) > T^CxG)) for j = 1, 2, ..., m (8.22)

T(j) < T (x(j)) for j = 1, 2, ..., m (8.23)

B y assuming a typical speed-torque characteristics for D C motors, the torques/speeds
characteristic function T^xfj)) and T

(x(j)) can be approximated as follows:

T

CJ)^ T mi „( x (J)) = - K 1 - [ K 2 ] x 2 G )

T

(i^

T

max(*(i))

=V

[*2] x2(j)

(8.24)

(8.25)

where, K x is an n x 1 constant vector and [K 2 ] is an n x n diagonal constant matrix
determined from the equivalent motor constants. Writing in matrix form leads to:
-Kr[K2]x2(l)
- K r [ K 2 ] x 2 (2)

-Tp<-b1=

(8.26)

_-Kr[k2Jx2(m)_

K r [ K 2 ] x 2 (l)
K r [ K 2 ] x 2 (2)

Tp< b =
r

u

(8.27)

_K 1 -[K 2 ']x 2 (m)_

where, b. and b are any known smooth functions of the joint position and velocities.
T p = [T(l),..., T(m)] T is an n m vector containing the controls from set point 1 to m.
Often, before performing the optimization, it is desirable to make some changes to the
variables. In contrast to simplifying the model, these preparatory operation preserve
the properties of the model completely. The transformed model has the same optimal
solution as the original, but is of a form that can be optimized more easily. It should
be noted that while m p > 0, T p is not restricted in sign, Thus, the problem can be
converted to a "standard" Linear Programming (LP) problem by changing the
variables. This can be achieved by letting.

Tf=b -Tp
u

r

Tf>0

(8.28)

In equation 8.27:

Then T p = b - Tf
r

u

Substituting (8.28) into (8.26) leads to:

Tf^b,,-^

(8.29)

The joint variable constraints can be expressed as follows by using equation 8.11:

x

i- x i 0 (J + 1 )^Y l j m p +I[a l j i ]T(i)^x;-x 1 0 (j+l) forj = l,...,m (8.30)

where, y^, xlQ(j+l) are the upper n x 1 vectors of y. and X (j+1) respectively and
[ a n ] is the upper n x n submatrix of [a.j]. Equation 8.30 can be expressed in the
following form by letting [A.] = [ocljr alj2,..., c^.., 0, ..., 0]:

Yy m p - [A.]Tf < [x|- xln(j+l)] - [Aj]bu for j = 1,..., m

(8.31)

-7 m p + [A.]Tf < [x lfl a+D - xj] + [A]b u for j = 1,..., m

(8.32)

where, [A.] is a n x n m matrix. Finally, from equation 8.11 thefinalstate X(m+1)
can be determined as follows:
m

X(m+1) = X c (m+1) + y m m p + I[aJT(i)

= X fl (m+1) + [ H T m = X(tf)

where,

(8.33)

[T] = [ym, [ a m l ] , [ a m 2 ] , ..., [ a j ]

(a 2n x (nm+1) matrix)

Tm = [mp, T(l), T(2), ..., T(m)] (a (nm+ 1) vector)

Rearranging equation 8.33 can yield the following linear system:

[r]Tm = X(tf)-Xn(m+l) (8.34)

It is worth mentioning that [T] and Xn(m+1) are computed based on the values of the
state and control variables of the previous iteration. Since X(tf) is also given, the only
unknown in equation 8.34 is the vector T m . In order to facilitate the L P solution, the
linearized dynamic equation for final state X ( m + 1 ) can be written using two sets of
inequalities as:

[r]Tm-C<X(tf)-XQ(m+l) (8.35)

[T]Tm + C -- X(tf) - XQ(m+l) (8.36)

where, £ = [Cpos, ..., Cvel, ..., 5pos, ...8yel, ...] is a 2nt vector, where the elements,
£

,£

5

, and 6

represent the final position error, velocity error, deflection

position error, and deflection velocity error tolerances, respectively. This modification
introduces four more variables (i.e., C p o s , Cvel> s p o s > s v e i) a n d

2n
t

inequality

constraints. Combining all the constraints and expressing the result in matrix form
gives:

1
0
0

0
1
-1

*1J

-Ylj

-tn
tn

0"
0
0
0
0
-1
-1_

mp *
Tf

-c-

<

<

xi-x^a+D-tA^
(8.37)
X(t f ) - X f l ( m + 1 ) - [T']bu
_ X Q ( m + l ) - X(t f ) + t n b u

Since the objective function and the constraints are all linear, w e have a standard linear
programming problem and w e can maximize the dynamic load carrying capacity (m p )
and simultaneously minimize the error £ at the points of the trajectory.

From the theory of linear programming, we know that an optimal solution
corresponds to an extreme point of the convex set defined by linear constraints.
Linear programming algorithms provide methods (basically solving linear equations)
for moving from one extreme point to an adjacent one, always increasing the value of
the objective function. W h e n an extreme point is reached, which has the property that
the objective function cannot be increased by moving to an adjacent extreme point, a
global optimum has been found. The importance and power of linear programming is
partly due to the large size problems that it can solve. If w e use a computer, problems
with more than a thousand variables can be solved in a reasonable amount of time.

8.5 THE COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

The computational procedure for the optimal trajectory involves "guessing" an initial
control and state variable trajectory as shown in Fig. 8.1. This was achieved by
subjecting the manipulator to dual constraints, that is, actuator capacity and end
effector deformation constraints, w h e n the m a x i m u m load is determined. B y
discretizing the initial given trajectory into m points, the algorithm for the
determination of m a x i m u m allowable load can then be shown in Fig. 8.2. The flow

chart in Figure 8.2 illustrates the general scheme of computation. B y following the
arrows on the solid lines w e proceed step by step through the computations. A load
m

ioad' is found to be the m a x i m u m load that can be carried in executing the initial

trajectory while not violating either of the constraints. B y discretizing the next
trajectory into m points, the algorithm for the optimum trajectory in terms of an DL,P
problem is shown in Fig. 8.1. Using this procedure, the linearized state equation
(equation 8.10) is satisfied at every iteration, but the nonlinear state difference
equation 8.4 m a y not be satisfied at every iteration. However, equation 8.4 is
satisfied when the terminating criteria are specified as follows:

max{Cpos, ..., Cvel, -, 5pos, ..., 8vel, ...} < ^
max{abs[Xk+l(j) - X(j)k] j = 2,..., m} < e2
abs[mk+1 - mj] < e3

where, er e,, and e_ are predefined small positive constants. This means that
linearization errors are eliminated or significantly reduced w h e n the ILP method
converges to the optimal solution.
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In general, due to the discretization (truncation) error of the difference equation, the
continuous state space equation can be satisfied only if the time interval is
"sufficiently" small. The discretization error can be significantly reduced applying the
following method [103,107]:

1. Use of some higher order difference equation to approximate the continuous
differential equation. For example, equation 8.4 can be substituted by:

X(j+D - X(j) = \ [<D(X(j+l), T(j+D, mp) + <D(X(j), T(j), mp)]Q

2. First solving the problem with a small number of set points and then, applying the
resulting solution as an initial guess for the problem with a larger number of set
points. T h e additional starting values needed which can be determined by linear or
spline interpolation between the old set points. It is worth noting that the round off
errors because of the computations m a y dominate the error finding if the step size (a)
is too small.

8.6 SIMULATION RESULTS ON OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY

8.6.1. Simulation Conditions

A simulation study was carried out to further investigate the validity and effectivenes
of the method and computational aspects presented above. A numerical solution to
advance trajectory synthesis is presented for a two-link flexible manipulator. Only
linkflexibilitiesare considered while joint compliances are neglected. M o d e shapes
are chosen from the analytical solution of the Euler-Bernoulli beam eigenfunction
analysis. Gravity effect was ignored in this case study in order to isolate the dynamic
flexibility effects. The linearized dynamic equations can be rewritten as follows:
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X(j+1) = t^x]. X(j) + PFTJ.TG) + CPm). m p + ¥.

(8.38)

where, the matrices pFx]., [HT], OFm)., and *F. are given by:
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The analytical forms of these matrices are derived for a two-link flexible manipulator
using M A T H E M A T I C A ® .

8.6.2, Results and Discussions

The algorithm presented here is applicable to robot manipulators having any number o
degrees of freedom, as long as the solution of the inverse kinematics can be
determined for the entire path. For the purpose of providing an effective illustration,
the results are presented for a two link manipulator. The ILP outlined above was
applied to a rotary link with a point mass attached to the end. Both hnks lie on the
horizontal plane, and the joint of the first link is located at the origin of the plane
coordinate frame. The torque constraints are:

-Kj - [K 2 ] x2(j) < T(t) < K j - [K 2 ] x2(j)

(8.39)

T o illustrate this point the bounds on the joint velocities from the k n o w n
forces/torques bounds were determined and the scheme described in computational
aspects was applied to a two-link manipulator using the above torque constraints.
Both hnks were assumed to have zero velocity initially. In determining the optimal
trajectories for m a x i m u m allowable load carrying capacity, the end of the second link

was initially constrained to m o v e along a given trajectory. Various initial trajectories
were simulated and a simple one is prescribed in its parametric form as follows:

xd(t) = L + (~ + j), andyd(t) = L + (^ + £) (8.40)

where, L is the link length of both links, a = b = 1, and t ranges from 0 to 1.05
seconds. Velocities and accelerations were obtained by differentiating the trajectory.
The initial conditions for all the generalized coordinates were taken to be zero except
that q 2 (0) is equal to 9 0 degrees. T h e simplification is meant to facilitate
demonstration of the features of the method. This trajectory was digitized to 30
points. In addition to the torque constraints given above, the following generalized
coordinates constraint were imposed:

x^x^y-x] (8.41)

Using an algorithm as mentioned above, the optimum trajectory converged after 9
iterations. T h e results of trajectory optimization are given in Figs. 8.3-8.6. The
optimal joint displacements and joint velocities are displayed in Fig. 8.3. The optimal
trajectory would involve a sudden change of torque at the switching points.
Figure 8.4 shows the bang-bang nature of the control for link 2, and this isreflectedin
the optimal velocity profile, where the link accelerates in thefirsthalf and decelerates
in the second half. The simulation results related to optimal trajectory are depicted in
Fig. 8.5. While the robot is moving along the optimal trajectory, the coupling inertia
of the links and the load is minimized, thus resulting in the ability of the robot to carry
the m a x i m u m load. Figure 8.6 exhibits the L P solution of the D L C C at every
iteration. A load m l o a d = 2.2 kg was found to be the m a x i m u m load that can be carried
in executing the trajectory while not violating either of the constraints as shown in
Fig. 8.6.
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CHAPTER 9

CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 SUMMARY OF THIS THESIS
A complete dynamic model for the manipulators with compliant links and joints has
been achieved in this research by the separation of the global motion of manipulator
into large motion and small motion. The model is able to describe large motion, small
motion, and their interactive effects. The structural flexibility is modeled through a
recursive Lagrangian assumed m o d e method. The recursive Lagrangian assumed
m o d e method was modified to accommodate the load dynamics, which together with
kinematic equations are necessary for determining Dynamic Load Carrying Capacity
( D L C C ) . The dynamics due to joint compliance are modeled separately and then
included in the beam model. This modeling process provided an efficient method for
flexible structure system performance analysis, and determination of the D L C C .

Computer self-derivation symbolic expansion of the dynamic model equations for any
desired manipulator has been accomplished using a PC-based symbolic language
M A T H E M A T I C A ® . The algebraic dynamic robot modeling program has been
implemented to enable the user to formulate Lagrangian assumed mode method and to
gain physical insights into the dynamic equations for determining the m a x i m u m load
for a given dynamic trajectory. M A T H E M A T I C A was used mainly due to its versatile
symbolic manipulation capabilities, such as symbolic simplification of polynomials
and rational expressions, linearization of trigonometric functions, automated
evaluation of the relative significance of terms and subsequent neglecting of the less

significant terms, and symbolic integration and differentiation. It was used also
because of the P C platform it runs on, its user friendliness and its integrated graphics
environment. It can also communicate at a high level with other programs using the
MathLink communication standard.

By simulating dynamic equations, further insights on the dynamic equations of the
flexible manipulators were gained. Runge-Kutta method was employed to solve
nonlinear dynamic equations. Simulation studies were carried out to investigate the
validity of the derived equations. For further investigation, simulation results were
compared with different approaches and the case of rigid manipulators. The
advantages of the method presented in this research work include its meagre hardware
and software requirements, and its potential applications in solving difficult dynamic
problems, such as the dynamic load carrying capacity problem of flexible
manipulators.

The main objective of this investigation was to formulate the DLCC and to detennine
the " m a x i m u m load" for flexible manipulators given a dynamic trajectory. This was
achieved by subjecting the manipulator to dual constraints, that is, actuator capacity
and end effector deformation constraints, when the m a x i m u m load is determined.
Simulation results show that if only the first constraint is imposed for flexible
manipulators as for rigid body manipulators, the load so determined m a y yield
substantial deflections at the end effector when it moves through the prescribed
dynamic trajectory. T o control the end effector tracking precision, the second
constraint is added. Whether the first or second constraint is more strict, depends on
the required tracking accuracy. In the simulation results presented in this work, the
second constraint was found to be more strict. The work also shows that in dealing
withflexiblemanipulator dynamics and determining their D L C C , in particular, it was
greatly benefited from using a symbolic derivation language.

The problem of synthesizing dynamic robot trajectories with m a x i m u m load carrying
capacity was formulated as a trajectory optimizition problem using the state space
representation of the dynamic equations of motion of the robot. The Iterative Linear
Programming (ILP) procedure was used for the solution of the trajectory optimization
problem. The method for computing such optimal trajectory is conceptually straight
forward and the ability to handle a variety of joint and control variable constraints.
The procedure allows synthesizing point-to-point robot motions with a specified time
and m a x i m u m load carrying capacity. The algorithm takes into account the complete
dynamics equation and generalized coordinates and actuator constraints.

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1. The model developed in chapter 3 is a very general model suitable for describing
manipulator dynamics during motion of the manipulator that does not involve
contact with fixed objects in the work environment. This model can be
developed to examine the dynamics and stability issues of a robotic manipulator
modeled with link structuralflexibilityduring execution of a task that requires
the robot tip to contact fixed rigid objects in the work environment. This can be
achieved by calculating the m o d e shape functions in the model. W e can utilize
the same clamp-free boundary condition as in chapter 4 for all but the last link.
The boundary condition for thefinallink is assumed to be clamped at joint n and
simply supported at the end effector.

2. The contribution of the chapters 4 and 5 appears in part to be that the software
and programming techniques are employed PC-based. This in itself is a
motivational point. Comparisons with other established codes such as
T R E E T O P S or D I S C O S should be carried out.

Chapters 6 and 7 give D L C C criterion based on the accuracy requirement which
can be implemented using a computer program, while the accuracy margin is
derived based on the specified tolerance on the tracking accuracy. However, the
velocity and acceleration allowable constraints can be considered on the desired
trajectory. Several constraints can be applied for a desired acceleration profile to
achieve fast motion and no residual vibration. First, the acceleration profile
should not have a high frequency component. If the acceleration changes
sharply, the calculated torque profile will contain peak impulses. This impulse
component of the torque m a y excite the natural frequencies of the flexible
manipulator. Second, the m a x i m u m acceleration limit should be chosen not to
saturate the actuator. Third, traveling time should be m i n i m u m by using the full
capacity of the actuator. This latter constraint makes the acceleration profile to
be more close to a bang bang type which will give rise to unwanted high
frequency problems. Therefore, w e have to select the acceleration profile by
compromising the profile smoothness and use the full capacity of the actuator.

The great popularity of linear programming is supposedly due to its simplicity
and easy recognition. Dynamic programming has these advantages too, but they
are not so obvious. The basic idea of decomposition is easy to understand.
O n c e w e b e c o m e familiar with the kind of multivariables in dynamic
programming, recognition becomes no problem. The availability of several flow
charts in [104] m a k e possible their transformation into computer programs
where w e can substitute the particular return and transformation functions as
data. Routines of this type are already in use; it is just a question of making
them generally available. Dynamic Programming has been used by several
authors in a robotic context which has high potential at present owing to the
availability of very high speed calculators. The methods have in c o m m o n that in
principle all solutions are examined. Therefore, linearizations of the constraints
can be avoided.

A n experimental manipulator, which includes both structuralflexibilityand joint
compliance, needs to be constructed to investigate the proposed model.
Figure 9.1 illustrates the experimental two-link flexible robot. The arm consists
of two flexible links and two revolute joints driven directly by quadrature
encoded D C servomotors. A quadrature encoder is attached to each of the D C
joint motors and used for initial and final position stabilization only, and not for
feed-back control purposes. They are needed to control the small drift produced
by uncompensated gravity effects that could not be entirely eliminated from the
system.

A United Detector Technology ( U D T ) photodetector gives x-y

verification of the robot's tip motion, by monitoring the movements of the
mounted infrared L E D . The experimental system can be controlled by real time
software running on an I B M P C / A T , but a similar configuration can be used,
employing a Macintosh platform.

I B M PC/AT
Controller

ADC(12bits)

OP-EYE

DAC(12bits)

I

Parallell/O

P W M Servo A m p
Motor 1 Motors

T
P W M Servo A m p
Motor 2 Motors

I

Optical X Y Position
Encoder (UDT)

Quadrature
Decoding (IXYS)

Infrared L E D

Fig. 9.1. Overall configuration of the experimental system

6.

Experimental investigations should be carried out with a two linkflexiblerobotic
manipulator for a given dynamic trajectory. T o demonstrate the validity of the

technique presented, computer simulations results should be compared with
results obtained experimentally. Whether the accuracy constraint or actuator
constraint is more strict should be investigated for the required tracking
accuracy.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of Equations (4.6) and (4.7)

This section describes the derivation of Eqs.4.6 and 4.7. The first step in this process
is to select a suitable set of coordinates. The approach utilized selects one rigid body
coordinate associated with the joint rotation, andflexibletransverse displacements
from a set of axes attached to the joint. A schematic diagram of a single link flexible
robot is depicted in Fig. 4.1. This link is a uniformly distributed beam of length L in
horizontal plane with circular cross section. Effects of beam rotation due to bending
and distortion due to shear, and friction at the joint are assumed to be negligible. Then
a position vector h to every point of the system can be constructed:

h = ^i + yOi,t)j (Al)

where, i and j are orthogonal unit vectors in the X, Y directions. The absolute
velocity of the position vector can be written as follows:

h = \i qi(t) j + y(H, t)j - y(u\ t) qi(t)i (A.2)

It has been assumed that the flexible deflection y(n,t) is small enough to stay in the
elastic range of the beam. B y ignoring the small nonlinear terms qi(t) , y(|J., t) qi(t)
and y(ji, t) qi(t), the following expression can obtained:

h = (ll qi(t) + y(ll, t))j

(A.3)

For the purpose of expressing the boundary conditions, consider M(\i,t) and S ( m ) he
the bending moment and the shearing force, respectively, acting at the position \i and
at time t. Figure A.1 shows the differential segment of a robotic manipulator in X-Y
plane, the forces and the bending moments acting on the differential segment. As a
result, the equation of motion of the differential segment can be expressed as follows:

4J
M(u)

St-jS-OH

1

M+md|i

Fig. A.1 Free-body diagram of a differential segment of the flexible arm

T|hd|i =

3S(M) diaj

(A.4)

or
••• , v, dS&i,t)
r|[y(.u, t) + li qi(t)] = — g ^ -

(A.5)

Referring to the free-body diagram of Fig. A.1, w e find that the equilibrium condition
yields to the following expression:

^

^

+ S0i,t)d^ = 0

(A.6)

or
S(L, t)
M M ;

- -9 M ( M )

"

d[L

(A.7)

Since, the basic differential equation of the deflection curve is:

M0M)-EI^fi

(A.8)

the fourth order partial differential equation can be obtained as follows:

32y(M) . 34y(M)

3^~+a-i^=-Mi(t)

(A-9)

Interestingly, in the same way as we obtained Eq. A.5, the equation of motion of th
concentrated mass at the tip of the arm is given by:

m (

^ H + Lqi(t)) = -S(L,t)

(A.10)

Rearranging Eq.A.9, it yields to:

3^+L-4(t)+a**yi=0
3r

(A.11)

3jx

Differentiating Eq.A.8 with respect to \i and substituting into Eq.A.7 gives the
following expression:

S(L,t) = - E I ^ % ^
3^i

Consequently, w e can see from Eq.A.10 that:

(A12)

3n3

3a4

V

=

°

(A-13)

Since there is no bending moment acting at the tip of the arm, it can be concluded that:

M(L,t) = E I ^ 2~
^ == u0

an

(A. 14)

The arm is clamped at [i = 0 on the driven gear shaft. Therefore, the boundary
conditions require that:
y(0.t)

= ^M = 0 (A.15)

APPENDIX B

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS

One of the most important features of MATHEMATICA is its ability to deal with
mathematical formulas in algebraic form. Based on the formulations described in the

chapter 4 and are listed in Fig. 4.3, the dynamic equations for the flexible manipulator
are derived using MATHEMATICA. After mathematical simplification process, the
equations are saved in the files clpfre, clpclp, and simsup for Clamp-Free, ClampClamp, and Simply Supported mode shapes, respectively. One can reinstate the
dynamic equation simply by reading the selected file. The function If provides a way
to choose among three alternatives. One can select xx equals 1 or 2 or sim, for the
clpfre, clpclp ot simsup files, respectively.

xx=l;If[xx==l,<<clpfre,<<clpclp,<<simsup];
Print["RR12=",RR12];Print["JJ12 = ",JJ12] ;
Print [ " " J '
Print["Table 2 Outputs from Dynamic Equation of Motions"]

RR12 =
{{-0.525 gx m Cos[q [t]] - 1.05 gx m2 Cos[q [t]] + F 1
1
1
1.141 H gx Sin[q [t]] q [t] - 7.184 gx m2 Sin[q [t]] q [t] 1
11
1
11
19.07 \l (q ) ' [t] (q ) ' [t] q [t] 1
11
11
223.568^1 (q ) ' [t] (q ) ' [t] q [t]-11.997 ^igx Sin[q [t] ] q [t]1
12
11
1
12
109.326 gx m2 Sin[q [t]] q [t] 1
12
223.569 H (q )'[t] (q )'[t] q [t] 1
11
12
2722.22 \i (q ) ' [t] (q ) ' [t] q [t]},
1
12
12
{1.141 H gx Cos[q [t]] + 7.184 gx m2 Cos[q [t]] -285.516EI q [t]+
1
1
11
2
9.535 \i (q ) ' [t]
1

q [t] - 10020.3 EI q [t] +
11
12

2
111.784 ^ (q )'[t]
1

q

[t]},
12

{11.998U gx Cos[q [t]]+109.326 gx m2 Cos[q [t]]-10020.3EI q [t]+
1
1
11
2
111.784 ^l (q )'[t]
1

q

1361.12 U (q )'[t]
1

q

[t] - 505335. EI q
11

[t] +
12

2
[t]})
12

JJ12 =
{{0.386 U+1.1025 m2, -1.831^-7.5437 m2,-20.395 Jl-114.792 m2}
{-1.831 \i - 7.544 m2, 9.535 \l, 111.784 \l),
{-20.394 \l - Hi.192 m2, 111.784 \i, 1361.11 \l})

Table 2

Outputs from Dynamic Equation of Motions

There are a variety of built-in M A T H E M A T I C A functions for converting expressions
from one form to another [87]. By using Expand, Inverse, and Together,
MATHEMATICA allows algebraic operations. The following procedure finds the
algebraic expression for the generalized coordinates.

InJJ12=Inverse[JJ12];GENE12=InJJ12.RR12;
GENE12=Expand[GENE12] ;GENE12together[GENE12] ;

By changing the following variables, second order nonlinear dynamic equations are
available for numerical integration with the Runge-Kutta method.

Derivative [1] [T[q] [fi[l],S[2]]] [t]=T[q] [fi[2],ft[3]] [t] ;
Derivative[1] [T[q] [6[1],S[1]]] [t]=T[q] [S[2],E[2]] [t] ;
Derivative [1] [T[q] [Ml] ]][t]=T[q][S[2] ] [t] ;
Derivative[1] [T[q][£[1]]][t] =T[q][£[2] ] [t];

APPENDIX C

Implementation

We describe in this appendix the algorithm which solves the dynamic equations of a
given one-link flexible manipulator. The first step in our approach was to find a
suitable functional programming language. MATHEMATICA does not include any
function involving Tensors which are a generalization of vectors. The following
enables MATHEMATICA to denote upper and lower indices which are required for
Tensors.

Format[ T[t_][ind ]]:=
Block[{indices},
indices= (ind) /. {%-> Superscript, £->Subscript);
SequenceForm[t,Sequence @@ indices] ];

In functional programming, a collection of functions can be specified to apply for
solving the nonlinear differential equations. This style of programming often yields
compact, elegant programs that make good use of Mathematica's many integrated
capabilities. Therefore, the formula for the Runge-Kutta method can be programmed
rather easily, as follows:

191
RKStep[f_,

y_,

yO_,

dt_]

:=

Block[{kl, k2, k3, k4 >,
kl = dt N[ f /. Thread[y->yO ] ];
k2 = dt N[ f /. Thread[y->yO + kl/2] ] ;
k3 = dt N[ f /. Thread[y->yO + k2/2] ];
k4 = dt N[ f /. Thread[y->yO + k3] ];
yO + (kl + 2 k2 + 2 k3 + k4)/6 ]
RungeKutta[f_Liat,y_List,yO_List, {tl_, dt_)]s=
NestList[RKStep[f, y, #, N[dt]]&,
N[ yO],Round[N[tl/dt]] ]/;
Length [f] == Length[y] == Length[yO];

RungeKutta[f_List,y_List,yO_List, {t_, t0_, tl_, dt_}] :=
Block [ {res},
res=RungeKutta[Append[f,1],Append[y,t],Append[yO,to ] ,
{tl-tO,dt)];Drop[#, -1]& /<? res] / ;
Length[f] == Length[y] == Length[yO];

A step function is defined by taking on just two values, one value a if the argument x
is less than some value xo, and another value b if the argument is greater than xo.
This definition is presented as below:

StepFunction[f_Symbol, a_,xO_,b_] :=
(f[t_]:=a/; t<=xO;f[t_] :=b/; t>xO ) ;

The actuator torque pattern function is defined and plotted below:

"ni Number of Link ";n=l;"nm: number of mode";nm=2;
StepFunction[Signum,-13.3tA2+13.8t,l,.5];
gstep=Plot[Signum[t],{t,0,2},Frame -> True,
FrameLabel->{"Time(s)","","Torque Pattern(N-m)",""}];
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Simulation Studies

M A T H E M A T I C A can also solve differential equations. For instance, the following
pair of simultaneous differential equations have been considered. It is well known
that most differential equations do not have an explicit symbolic solution. In these
cases, one can obtain a numerical approximation to the solution using NDSolve. The

actuator torque pattern is a step function and time dependent, so NDSolve is unable t
solve this form of differential equation. Therefore, we have developed an
implementation of the Runge-Kutta method within Do a loop to overcome this

problem. The results are a list of generalized coordinates which can be plotted as li
against time and stored in #7, g2, etc by considering the following inputs to the
program:
\l=.4 05;m=.4 25;gx=0;m2=0;T[F][£[1]]=Signum[tf];Tf=2;
dt=0.01;nn=Tf/dt;h=Table[j1,{j1,nn)];J=5;
Print [" Natural Frequency of Flexible Arm"];
Print [" •• ];
Block[{j,EI,i>, EI=0.1;
For[i=l, i <=J,i++,
sol={);qql=-1.7 5;Dql=0;qqll=0;Dqll=0;qql2=0;Dql2=0;EI=EI+.4;
Do[ti=dt*(j-1);tf=dt*j;
NlNM2=RungeKutta[(T[q] [£[2]] [t] ,GENE12[ [1]] [[1] ] ,
T[q][£[2],£[2]][t],GENE12[[2]][[1]],
T[q][£[2],£[3]][t],GENE12[[3]][[1]]>,
(T[q][£[1]][t],T[q][fi[2]][t],T[q][£[1],£[1]][t],

T[q] [£[2],£[2]] [t],T[q] [£[1] ,£[2]] [ t ] , T[q] [fi [2],fi[3 ] ] [t ] ) ,
{qql,Dql,qqll,Dqll,qql2,Dql2},{t,ti,tf,dt) ];
so1»Insert[sol,N1NM2[[1]],-1];
qql = NlNM2[[2]] [[1] ] ; Dql=NlNM2[[2]] [ [2]] ;
qqll=NlNM2[[2]] [[3]];Dqll=NlNM2[ [2]] [ [4]]j

qql2=NlNM2[[2]] [ [5]];Dql2=NlNM2[[2]] [ [6]]

, <j,nn}];

W = N[(T[B] [S[l]]/1.05) *2(EX/|0 A . 5 ] ;
Print [»

W

= ",w,"

EI

=

H#EI];

T[gl] [£[i]]=LlstPlot[sol [ [h,1]],

PlotJoined->True];

T[g2][£[i]J-ListPlot[sol[[h,2]]

PlotJoined->True];

T[g3] [fi[i]]=ListPlot [sol[[h,3]]

PlotJoined->True];

T[g4][£[i]]»ListPlot[sol[[h,4]]

PlotJoined->True];

T[g5][£[i]]*ListPlot[sol[[h,5]]

PlotJoined->True];

T[g6] [£[i]]=ListPlot[sol[[h,6]],

PlotJoined->True] ;

]]

Natural Frequency of Flexible Arm

W = 3.54346

EI = 0.5

W = 4.75405

EI = 0.9

W = 5.71366

EI = 1.3

W = 6.53382

EI = 1.7

W = 7.26194

EI = 2.1

Simulation results indicate a close match between natural frequency calculated from
the theoretical and the numerical natural frequency. Theflexibilityeffect provides one
more verification of the simulation by indicating for the case where the robot becomes
more rigid, that is, EI becomes larger and the oscillation are reduced. Using Show,
one can redraw the previous plot with specified options.

Graphical Representation

One of the most important features in MATHEMATICA is its graphical capability.

We utilize this capability by inserting gi so that it become an element number, i, fr
the end of the list. The following represents all graphs in the list:

Graphs1 = {);Do[Graphs 1 = Insert[Graphs1 -T[gl][£[j] 1,-1], (j , J > ] ;
Graphs2={);Do[Graphs2=Insert[Graphs2 -T[g2][£[j] 1,-1], (j r J ) ] ;
Graphs 3 = {);Do[Graphs3 = Insert[Graphs3 -T[g3][£[j] 1,-1], (j ,J)1;
Graphs4={};Do[Graphs4=Insert[Graphs4, T[g4][£[j] 1,-1], (j , J > ] ;
Graphs5={};Do[Graphs5=Insert[Graphs5, T[g5][£[j] 1,-1], (j r J ) ] |
Graphs6={>;Do[Graphs6=Insert[Graphs6, T[g6] [£[j]-1,-1], (j rJ)]»

The plot of simulation results follows with labels for the axes and grid lines added to
the x and y directions:

Show[Graphs1,Frame -> True,GridLines -> Automatic,
FrameLabel->{"Time(s)/100","","Joint Angle (s)","")];

Joint Angle (s)

Time(s)/100
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Show[Graphs2,Frame

->

True,GridLines

->

Automatic,

FrameLabel-><"Time(s)/100","","JointVelocity(rad/s)",""}];
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Show[Graphs4,Frame

->

True,GridLines

->{"Time(s)/100","","First

Mode

->

Shape

Automatic,FrameLabel

velocity",""}];
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Show[Graphs5,Frame
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Show[Graphs6,Frame

->

True,GridLines
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The next section gives the end point positions in world coordinates.

tl=sol[[h,l]];t2=Map[1.0 5Cos[#]&, tl] ;
t3=Map[1.05Sin[#]&,

tl];t4={t2,t3};

hh = Table[t4 [ [ {1,2),i]],{i,nn)];Trjr = ListPlot[hh
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APPENDIX D

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS
The nonlinear function f(X(j), T(j), m p ) at the (k+l)th trajectory is expanded using
the Taylor series about the kth trajectory. Neglecting the higher order (nonlinear)
terms, the following equation can be obtained:

t*+lG) = *to + ^i(i)(^+1(i) - *k(D) +

+ fr(i)(Tk+1G) - TSJ)) +
+ 4a)(mpk+1-nipk) CD.D

where,

f*, (i) = S— I
xW
dxl j

^2(J) = | r ' -

is an nt x n. matrix
l

l

is an n t x n t matrix

1~.
This section generally follows the procedure outlined in reference [101]. It is included for completeness purposes of this
chapter.

|k
"TO)=^FI.

S^aS:
"p-

1

IS an

Ik

,

n, x n, matrix

is an n t xl vector

om p j

The partial derivatives are for the kth iteration, evaluated at the jth set point. The
analytical forms of these partial derivatives are obtained. W e can combine terms and
rewrite the linearized equation D. 1 more compactly as:

fk+1(j) = ta)xk+1(j) + fk2a)xk+1(j)

+ fiayr^o)+£p(iK+1+x"tj)

(D.2)

where,

X\j) = ffy - f^i(j)xk(j) - ^2U)xk(j)

^(J)T\j) - tfiH
It should be noted that this equation is valid for the (k+l)th iteration, we can neglect
the superscript k+1 for simplicity. Substituting equation D.2 into 8.4, we can write:

x2(j+D - x2G) = t&G^G) + &G)x2G)+

or

x2G+D = [a &G)] XlG) + [o&(j)+ V *2G)

+[Q 4(J)] T G ) + 0 0 * G)l m p + Q X\i)

(D.3)

and

x 1 G+i) = x 1 G) + n x 2 G )

(D.4)

Substituting equation D.2 into Eq.8.4 leads to:

X 0 + 1 ) = PFx], X(j) + PFTJ.TG) + CPm.)m p + H».

(D.5)

where,

[I]

I

Q[I]
(a 2nt x 2n( matrix)

[¥x]. =

. [fJjOn] l

[£2(i)Q+rj _

[0]
(a 2nt x nt matrix)

PPTJ. =
_[*!!G)n]

0
CPm);

0
(a 2nt x nt matrix)

;¥;=

A®".

XTj)Q

In these equation, [I] is an n X n{ identity matrix, [0] is an nt x n{ null matrix, and 0
is an nt x 1 null vector.

